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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
During the summer of 1998, two major events shaped my life. First, I began a
new ministry position as Classis Minister of the Zeeland Classis, Reformed Church in
America. Second, I became convinced I had received a word from God.
The position, which I have held since 1998, provides four ministry functions
within a defined geographical region of the Reformed Church in America (RCA). The
RCA is comprised of forty-five clusters of congregations, called classes. The word
“classis,” in Latin, is the singular form for a fleet of ships. Within this nautical imagery, a
fleet shares a common purpose or assignment and is responsible to one commanding
officer. Our churches are in ministry together toward a shared goal under the Lordship of
Jesus Christ.
The Zeeland Classis, located within a roughly defined geographical area of
Western Michigan, is presently comprised of twenty-nine congregations and two new
church starts not yet formally organized. According to our 2005 census, these twentynine congregations combined have 10,449 active adult members and 5,055 baptized
children. In addition, more than one thousand persons participate in the life of these
churches without formal ties (Acts and Proceedings of the 200th Regular Session of the
General Synod, Reformed). As a result, Zeeland Classis is the largest classis in the RCA.
My role is to (1) be a pastor to pastors, (2) be available in a pastoral and
consulting role to congregations and their leaders, (3) oversee administrative operations,
and (4) help facilitate vision, goals, and strategies that will guide shared ministry efforts.
Because of this fourth responsibility, the Zeeland Classis eventually began a journey that
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led to a significant spiritual experience.
The second major event of the summer was during successive times of personal
prayer and praise. I sensed strongly, in my head and in my heart, the words, “I long to
move with strength.” A significant word of promise also held a demanding word of
rebuke. History indicates the Reformed churches of this area played a central role in
giving birth to strong spiritual communities. We are a primary denominational presence
in this geographical region, yet our spiritual influence within these communities has
diminished over time. Fresh and vibrant new churches are being established throughout
Western Michigan, with only a limited number of them being birthed out of our shared
life and ministry. I came to believe God was giving us a renewed opportunity to
strengthen our relationship with him, as part of his renewed call to be congregations who
significantly influenced our communities and culture.
God was calling us to join together for a shared worship event. What began as a
general stirring in my spirit became a clear sense we were to gather as a corporate body.
Initially, the size of such an assignment seemed overwhelming. Scripture identifies this
specific kind of gathering as a Solemn or Sacred Assembly (Joel 2:15-17).
Prior to October 2000, I would have said God’s voice was muffled. I was hearing
his voice and yet not making out his words. In October 2000, those words became
“audible,” interestingly, as I participated in a large group worship experience with
approximately the same number of persons as comprised our classis. God’s invitation and
call was unmistakably clear.
During the next three months, I received informal and formal confirmation from a
number of sources. By February 2001, our Classis Executive Committee had formed a
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recommendation to our churches. In March, at a regular meeting of pastors and elders,
the classis took an unusual action. Rather than vote at the meeting, as would have been
typical, they determined to bring this decision to their local church leadership boards.
Initially I was hesitant to make this significant a decision in this way. By May the
consistories of twenty-four of our twenty-nine churches had voted to relocate their
Sunday morning services to a shared location on 27 April 2003. Support for so
tremendous a task was now deeper and broader than would have been possible if we had
decided two months earlier. The journey had begun.
The Journey
Much could be written about the more than two years of preparation for Sacred
Assembly. Four teams worked in four areas.
A Discernment Team led us in prayer and sought to help organize our individual
and corporate praying. They suggested books to read, lifted up biblical passages to study,
and called us to learn from history, including our own Reformed Church past. Over time,
we realized two of the most noted and expansive seasons of revival in North America, the
First Great Awakening (1727) and the Fulton Street Prayer Revival (1857) began in
Reformed churches. The Discernment Team guided our spiritual preparation in an effort
to increase our readiness for a moment of divine invitation.
A Journey Team worked to facilitate communication about the event and the
reasons behind God’s call to gather. They provided opportunities for classis
congregations to develop a greater sense of community. The team worked to help
churches gain a deeper understanding of contemporary culture with its needs and
opportunities. God was inviting us to strengthen our walk with him for the purpose of
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sharing a more potent witness to our world.
A Program Team concerned itself with event content and event production. The
team discussed and discerned the design of our shared experience. Numerous items were
coordinated so the worship location could support what God was laying on our hearts.
The team arranged for lights, sound, video, staging, and made additional production
decisions.
All the while, an Administration Team considered finances and facilities. They
sought to raise resources. The team secured the Van Andel Arena in Grand Rapids, the
only regional venue capable of receiving as many as thirteen thousand people. Dozens of
facilitating decisions were identified and addressed.
Finally, a Design Team coordinated the work of these four teams into as cohesive
a whole as we could achieve.
We launched the public portion of the journey on 27 April 2002. We began with
worship and joined with each other in prayer. We spent the day considering the Old
Testament practices of sacred assembly and learned about God’s call to observe a Year of
Jubilee. The Zeeland Classis was separately established in 1953. While the founding
congregation of this cluster of congregations is more than 150 years old, the year 2003
was significant as reflecting our classis’ fiftieth anniversary. Biblically, a fiftieth year
marked a Year of Jubilee. Jubilee is when the nation of Israel “started fresh.” Land
returned to its original owners. Slaves were released and debts canceled, as spiritual and
corporate life was rebalanced and renewed (Lev. 25). The fact we were being called to a
renewed relationship with God and a renewed purpose in ministry in our fiftieth year was
significant to classis leaders.
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In our biblical-theological reflection, The Solemn Assembly, by Richard Owen
Roberts, guided us. Roberts helped us understand the great sacred assemblies of
Scripture. These accounts became the grist for all my sermons and speaking engagements
throughout the year of preparation. I discovered revivals began under Moses (Exod. 3233), Samuel (1 Sam. 7), and through David (2 Sam. 6-7; 1 Chron. 13-18). Revival
happened during the reign of Asa (2 Chron. 14-16), Jehoshaphat (2 Chron. 17-20),
Hezekiah (2 Chron. 29-32), and Josiah (2 Chron. 34-35). Revival occurred through
Zerubbabel (Ezra 1-6), Ezra (Ezra 7-10), Nehemiah (Neh. 1-13), and Joel (Joel 1:1-2:27).
The study of these passages gave firm biblical foundation to our plans and increased our
confidence in God’s call. While we had not done such a thing before, God was on very
familiar ground.
From a biblical-theological perspective, we took confidence in the stories found in
Scripture. While the word revival does not appear in any of these texts, the description is
described is consistent with the patterns and experiences of history. Within these stories,
we saw God had regularly called his people to gather before him. Our journey was
notably most similar to Hezekiah’s in 2 Chronicles 29-32. Our theme passage, however,
was drawn from Joel 2:15-17.
We came to understand every spiritual awakening within culture was preceded by
a spiritual renewal within the church. We grew more committed to the principle of
personal renewal preceding corporate renewal and to the belief a renewing of the church
was a prerequisite for a new movement of God into a secular culture.
The process of planning and preparing, listening and learning, teaching and
inviting was a continually demanding task. While the central core of our journey never
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changed, we experienced numerous moments when we made adjustments, “course
corrections” as we came to describe them. Without question, the most challenging aspect
of our preparations was to help the members of each congregation understand their
leader’s conviction God had spoken a corporate word over our collective body, one that
required a faithful response on all our parts. Despite the fact we share a connectional
church polity, it was a challenge to help people understand God had spoken a corporate
word and was requiring a collective response.
Dr. Henry T. Blackaby’s book Fresh Encounter guided our understanding of
biblical and historical patterns of revival. We learned the last great awakening to stretch
coast-to-coast in the United States began in 1857 in a Reformed Church in New York
City. We were reminded the seeds of the First Great Awakening were sown in a
Reformed Church in New Jersey. Without fully realizing our connection to our own
history, we embarked on a journey others within our denominational heritage had
previously traveled, to the spiritual benefit of many.
The Experience
On Sunday morning, 27 April 2003, twenty-four out of twenty-nine congregations
fully relocated their scheduled worship to the Van Andel Arena in Grand Rapids,
Michigan. We believe members from all twenty-nine churches attended, including
members from our most distant congregation located in Atlanta, Georgia. Dr. Blackaby
served as our keynote speaker. I was privileged to lead worship. Somewhere between
eight thousand and ten thousand persons attended a worship gathering during which
God’s Spirit was powerfully present.
Set up within the arena began on Saturday. Classis churches were invited to send
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members and leaders to pray throughout the facility on this day before our gathering. A
number of wise and gifted intercessors, both from within our classis and outside of it,
guided our praying. Inside this secular arena many things dishonoring to God had been
said and done. Our prayers sought to cleanse and sanctify this physical facility prior to
our gathering. As the identified leader of this sacred assembly, the intercessors guided me
as one who held spiritual authority over the next day’s event. Every seat was prayed over.
Every corner of the arena was visited physically and with prayer. An anointing took place
over the stage area.
One event from this time of prayer characterizes our experience, which only
increased our sense of spiritual expectation. Worship was to begin with all house lights
down. From out of the darkness, Exodus 13:21 would be read: “By day the LORD went
ahead of them in a pillar of cloud to guide them on their way and by night in a pillar of
fire to give them light, so they could travel by day or night” (NIV). A spotlight would
then illuminate a young girl carrying a bowl of smoking incense as she moved through
the people to the stage. We enacted a physical representation of Exodus 13 so we would
welcome, corporately and symbolically, the presence of God into our midst.
On Saturday evening, after this opening procession was rehearsed, we prayed
over the stage area. As the area where I would lead worship and Dr. Blackaby would
preach was anointed, the smoke from the bowl gathered itself into a very visible cloud,
which then dispersed after we had completed our prayer. At the close of the evening, we
left feeling we had battled against past sin in this secular venue. We felt the building
itself had been prepared for worship.
At the close of our worship gathering, the Van Andel staff said in the nearly ten
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years the arena had been operating, they had never seen an event go as smoothly as ours.
Ushers, who were arena staff, engaged members of our churches at the close of worship
with questions and spiritual seeking. As part of our assembly, we presented a video
retelling the story of how the city of Zeeland, Michigan, was founded. Nearly seven
hundred persons corporately left their homes in the Netherlands, convinced after a season
of prayer and fasting God was calling them to go to the new land. The video operator
informed one of our leaders nothing else he had ever shown within the arena moved him
as much. In the afternoon, he drove from Grand Rapids to Holland, a distance of around
thirty miles, so he could stand on the shores of the place where those ships had landed.
The purpose of his trip was to reflect on his own life. He wondered what would cause
someone to make so great a commitment based on so strong a sense of God’s leading.
Reports came from those in attendance stating they suddenly realized as they traveled to
Grand Rapids that nearly every car they saw on the highway was doing the same thing,
journeying together for the purpose of obedience and worship. Several indicated the joy
from a sense of shared pilgrimage.
Worship began with a moment of hushed awe as we welcomed God’s presence
into our midst. The pillar of cloud made its way slowly and purposefully toward the
stage. Because Joel 2:12-17 was the theme of our gathering, we began with the blowing
of a shofar. Each church prepared a banner. The stage area was then filled and decorated
as these banners processed into the arena. Some persons indicated a new, or for others a
renewed, sense of being a people of God joined together in life and ministry as the
banners moved into place in the arena. Skilled musicians on numbers of different
instruments led in a profound season of worship. A more than three-hundred member
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choir, made up of volunteers from each of our churches, sang powerfully and beautifully.
In the weeks just preceding our assembly, Blackaby shared how God led him to a
specific verse of Scripture. Only after looking it up did he realize he would be speaking
from Joel chapter 3. The choice of a message text seemed significant when so much of
our preparation had been based on and built upon Joel chapter 2. Blackaby preached
powerfully on chapter 3 verse 14: “Multitudes, multitudes in the valley of decision! For
the day of the Lord is near in the valley of decision” (NIV). Blackaby shared what he had
been seeing and sensing within North American churches, North American culture, and
throughout the world. Convinced God was calling for a fresh commitment from us, for
his name’s sake and for the sake of the communities and world around us, Blackaby
indicated his belief in the utter importance of gatherings such as this sacred assembly.
With a sense of urgency, and based on a belief the spiritual need within us and around us
was deep and deepening, Dr. Blackaby invited a response. Almost immediately, the floor
area of this large arena was filled with people. People began to confess to one another
and pray for each other, as many made new and renewed commitments before God. As
leaders, it felt as if no one wanted to leave.
Comments filtered back relating how several persons, as they looked out through
the large glass wall that serves as the entrance to the Van Andel arena, saw the city of
Grand Rapids and sensed the size and need of the mission field before them. A moment
of revelation turned their hearts from what God had given them to what they longed God
would also give others.
An afternoon “afterglow service” revealed the story of a couple whose only child
became ill on the way to Grand Rapids. The mother had prayed for and longed to attend
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Sacred Assembly. The father had not made so purposeful a commitment or so serious a
preparation. The wife wanted to be present, but believed it more important still for her
husband to attend. Those gathered for our afternoon worship experienced great joy as we
listened to how this man had been deeply touched by the service, during which he held
his cell phone, line open, so his wife could hear and experience something of the work of
God happening in the arena while at home.
A worship leader who assisted in an evening service in one of our classis
churches, who had not been present at the arena in the morning, commented it was
obvious something very significant had happened based on what he was observing. The
next morning, as I went through the check-out of our local grocery store, clerks
commented how something had surely happened the day before, as all people were
talking about in the store was the worship service they had attended in Grand Rapids the
day before. Phone messages, e-mails, and on-the-street conversations gave a consistent
indication God had moved with strength. I remember one conversation in particular days
after our gathering. A man, on a chance meeting, shared how he and his wife had talked
about Sacred Assembly every day for two weeks, and, “they weren’t done yet.” While
still at Van Andel I remember thinking, while extraordinary, what we experienced was
God’s normative desire for his relationship to his people. The stories beyond these few
are numerous and wonderful.
The Zeeland Classis Sacred Assembly became the largest single gathering of our
denomination in its 375-year history. It was never the intention for this solemn gathering
to become an end in itself. Our sacred assembly was always envisioned to be an archway,
a launching pad toward God’s renewed work in our lives, our churches, and, therefore, in
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our region. Biblically, we were certain we were living a journey God’s people had often
been invited, and required, to take. Much of history finds its themes in the biblical book
of Judges and then Chronicles. Repeatedly God’s people commit themselves to God’s
purposes, only to slip into another season of unfaithfulness. From out of times of deep
spiritual need, God’s people experience still another gracious opportunity to return to
God’s heart and God’s purposes in God’s world.
Historically, our congregations played a significant role in helping to establish an
ethos of faith in the Western Michigan area. At the same time, we no longer hold the
same level of spiritual influence in these communities as we once did. God’s longing to
move with strength is both a strong promise and a clear statement of judgment. The
communities of Western Michigan continue to grow and expand. As they do, a depth of
spiritual need has become clear. Leaders of this classis believe we are receiving a
renewed opportunity to be the people of God who originally arrived upon this soil.
Zeeland Classis Response
The central concern of a review of revival history is to evaluate the response of
God’s people to God’s reviving presence. History authenticates such experiences by
considering what they consistently produce. The same will be true for Zeeland Classis.
Receiving the Vision
God visited us with his powerful presence on 27 April 2003. Again, this gathering
was not seen to be the end but rather a beginning. More than three months before 27
April, a number of our pastors, myself included, retreated for two days of prayer. We
sought God’s leading toward the assignment we believed would come as we moved
toward gathering together in Sacred Assembly.
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What emerged from this time together was a deeper insight into Acts 1:8. The
group returned home with a fresh understanding of the assignment at the heart of the life
and purpose of the church. In Acts 1:8, Jesus says after the first believers received power
they were to be his witnesses in Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.
The assignment followed the gifts of God’s presence and power. The call and command
to “be my witnesses” was preceded by a promise. Pre-Pentecost, the early Christ
followers were told, “You will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes upon you”
(Acts 1:8). God bestows power, and the work of giving witness to God’s power begins.
Warren Wiersbe writes, “‘Witness’ is a key word in the Book of Acts.… A witness is
somebody who tells what he has seen and heard.” The experience of God’s presence, and
the gift of his power, compels believers to tell their stories and to pursue God’s
assignment of sharing the work of his Son with the children he holds in his heart.
As we considered this verse, we began to understand two things. First, a linear
and sequential understanding of the passage was inadequate. The verse is often
interpreted as if we need to begin ministry closest to home and then progressively move
outward until we reach the whole world. We came to see the early Church applied itself
to each domain simultaneously (Acts 8), and made tremendous ministry strides in all four
areas during those early years. Luke specifically mentions the apostles remained in
Jerusalem, while believers, due to emerging persecution, were scattered throughout Judea
and Samaria. I am convinced the story of Philip with the Ethiopian eunuch represents, for
the early Church, their first venture into “ends of the earth” ministry. By the end of Acts
8, the early believers were already fully engaging Jesus’ assignment.
Secondly, we became aware the persons who initially received this assignment
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were not residents of Jerusalem but citizens of Judea. Zeeland Classis was to have a heart
for its “city of influence,” as did those initial believers. Judea represents the countryside
surrounding Jerusalem.
Next, Samaria represents reconciliation. To elaborate, Jews and Samaritans were
blood relatives, members of one historic family who had come into sharp dispute around
a number of issues and experiences. Reconciliation happens between individuals and
people groups who are in relationship. Ministry in Samaria would have required the
healing of a tremendous relational rift. Jews and Samaritans had experienced bitter pain
from each other. For Jesus to declare the gospel was to be taken into Samaria would have
been a difficult assignment for most Jews to fulfill and for Samaritans to accept. For such
ministry to be effective, relational reconciliation would have to occur. Leaders in this
classis came to believe the same would be true for us. Reconciliation is always relational.
It happens within a marriage, between family members or friends, within a church,
between churches, or in the context of racism, injustice, or discrimination. Reconciliation
is needed within and between ethnic and racial people groups, often because of historical
experiences. Samaria stands for taking the gospel to places where reconciliation must
happen so gospel good news bears fruit.
Finally, ministry to the ends of the earth is exactly gospel outreach to the world.
Believers in Jesus, from the very beginning of our history, have been called forth to speak
this name, this life, this spiritual accomplishment to all people groups on earth.
Revisiting the Assignment
In June 2003, this same group of pastors gathered again to review our discerning,
now in light of having experienced a powerful sacred assembly. Initially, my sense was
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God was calling us to have a heart for Grand Rapids, the second largest city in the state,
the largest city on the western side of the state, and the host site for the 27 April
gathering. The city of Grand Rapids is one of the most influential cities in the state of
Michigan. Many goods, services, products, and people travel from this location to the rest
of the country. My initial sense was Grand Rapids, a strategic gateway from Michigan to
the rest of the United States, was our Jerusalem. The group increasingly sensed
something different from what I was expecting.
In nature, streams tend to flow toward larger and larger rivers. Even though I was
focused on Grand Rapids, the group increasingly sensed the city of Holland, located just
five miles to our west, was the city to which our “tributaries” flowed. Holland is the
original home to many of our congregations, is home to one of our two Reformed Church
seminaries, and is home to one of our three RCA colleges. The Wheaton Revival of 1995
eventually visited the Hope College campus in a powerful way over the course of several
days. The afterglow of this season of God’s renewing presence is still evident in the
ministry on campus and through its student body. In the end, the core leadership of our
classis came to agreement: Holland is our equivalent to Jerusalem.
Judea represents the countryside surrounding a city of influence. Judea is where
most of the first believers lived and where most of our classis congregations are found
today. Our Judea is home to several smaller cities and numerous villages. All but one of
our twenty-nine classis churches are located in this region, and ministry expansion
opportunities are numerous, significant, and growing.
Samaria represents reconciliation. Jews and Samaritans were related and yet lived
with deep-seeded animosity and conflict. In light of relational conflict, the churches of
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the Zeeland Classis want to address issues of reconciliation. As the Western Michigan
population continues to grow, we are seeing a noticeable rise in ethnic populations. The
pain of racism in the lives of persons of diversity in this area is palpable. Discrimination
denies children of God opportunities, which should be theirs. Conflict within marriages
and families, within churches and between neighbors, directly inhibits the effectiveness
of the gospel message.
The ends of the earth represents a goal of raising more than finances. The goal is
also to raise persons for a strengthened advance, out of this region, into God’s world. By
the grace of God, through our openness and faithful response, history will take note of the
number of persons who went out from this place, at this time, into the world in the name
of Jesus Christ.
Approving Acts 1:8
In October 2003, the Zeeland Classis responded affirmatively to a formal
recommendation from its Executive Committee. Acts 1:8, as interpreted and explained,
became the new vision statement for our shared life in ministry. The first formal steps
following Sacred Assembly were taken.
Launching Acts 1:8
In January 2004, the Classis officially launched its new vision through a concert
of prayer. We developed a logo during these months, one depicting a city, the
countryside, relationships, and the world. A resident of Holland spoke about ways we
could bless the city of Holland, and we prayed. One of our colleagues spoke about
ministry within the countryside, home to most of our churches, and we prayed. We
listened to words about reconciliation and world outreach and we prayed and then prayed
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again. The next stage of our journey began.
The Purpose Stated
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of an Acts 1:8 Initiative on
three participating churches drawn from the twenty-nine congregations of the Zeeland
Classis, Reformed Church in America, following their shared experience of spiritual
awakening at a corporate worship gathering held on 27 April 2003.
Research Questions
This dissertation sought to address the following two questions:
1. What was the impact of the Acts 1:8 Initiative on the leadership teams from the
participating churches?
2. What aspects of the Initiative did the members of the leadership teams consider
the strengths and weaknesses of the Initiative?
Definition of Terms
Acts 1:8 Initiative is the term used to describe the events, plans, and strategies to
assist the participating Zeeland Classis congregations in understanding, embracing, and
then pursuing the ministry priorities of Acts 1:8. The Initiative included a series of shared
times of meeting, called Summits. At these summits, team members from participating
churches learned about, and discussed together, ministry opportunities existing in our
context in each Acts 1:8-ministry area, as we have defined them. Jerusalem is the term
used to describe ministry in and to a city. Judea is the term used to describe ministry in
and to the countryside surrounding a city. Samaria is the term used to describe ministry
addressing issues of reconciliation. The Ends of the Earth is a phrase used to describe
ministry reaching out into the world. Church Strategy Teams is the term used to describe
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members of churches who participate in the Initiative process. Initiative is occasionally a
synonym for Acts 1:8 Initiative. Teams, Strategy Teams, and Church Teams are
occasionally synonyms for Church Strategy Teams.
Revival is the term used to describe a renewing work of God that has reached its
full and intended conclusion. God stirs the hearts of his people. God responds to their
longing with a deeper and more powerful experience of himself. Wesley Duewel writes,
“Revival always begins among the people closest to God” (41). A deeper and more
vibrant relationship with God, which is normative from God’s perspective, compels the
people of God to reach out to others. As believers and churches meet the personal and
spiritual needs of a surrounding culture, many enter into a new or a renewed relationship
with their Creator and Redeemer. The term revival is used appropriately when all parts of
this definition are realized. God’s people long for more. God visits his people with a
powerful presence; the church is renewed. Because the church has experienced a greater
awareness of God’s presence and a greater expression of God’s power, and in return
loves God with deeper passion, believers begin loving others in ways more purposeful,
intentional, and effective. Many persons enter into new or renewed life-giving, lifechanging relationship with God through Jesus Christ when believers and churches return
to the core commitments of the Great Commandment.
Acts 1:8 is a reflection of what happens when God brings revival. Individual faith
is strengthened, deepened, and empowered. Cities become places of great ministry
influence. Ministry flourishes in the countryside surrounding the city, where many people
live and additional needs are present. Revival brings a heightened recognition of the
importance of reconciliation in God’s eyes. A personal faith walk with God deepens,
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renewing the desire for an experience of God by all peoples on earth. Acts 1:8, then, is a
roadmap for, and a reflection of, the outcome of revival.
Project
A project was designed to assist churches toward an understanding of the ministry
priorities of Acts 1:8, as understood within this classis, so they would embrace Acts 1:8
as the articulated and approved vision of the Zeeland Classis, Reformed Church in
America, following a shared experience of spiritual awakening at a corporate worship
gathering held on 27 April 2003.
Project Design
The project, known as the Acts 1:8 Initiative, intended to assist self-selecting
classis churches to commit to the next steps of revival, by pursuing ministry options
consistent with historical patterns following such moments and experiences.
As I began my study of selected literature, I noted, at the very least, such seasons
of reviving have had the following in common: (1) a heart for the great cities, (2)
significant social reform and (3) increased and enhanced world mission efforts and
movements. These historically documented realities are compellingly consistent with the
assignment given, as found in Acts 1:8. The assignment we received, prior to and
independent of this research, is at the heart of what consistently follows genuine seasons
of revival. The order in which we came to understand these truths matters significantly.
We did not choose to pursue a model coming from our study of history, but one God
provided through prayer and shared discernment. Only then did we learn from history
that these are the very things that follow on the heels of every genuine season of reviving.
To some degree, the choices we make from this moment forward will determine whether
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history will be able to authenticate our 27 April 2003 encounter with the Almighty.
Historical markers of the authenticity of revival are strikingly similar to those
specific ministry tasks given to the Church hours before its Pentecost birth. Classis
leaders found this discovery invigorating. In a revived Church, Christ followers
increasingly turn their hearts and hands to this initial and persisting assignment.
The goal of this project was to assist participating classis churches to chart a new
course, coming out of Sacred Assembly, based on our understanding of the ministry
priorities of Acts 1:8. The design of the project intended to assist churches toward an
understanding of the ministry priorities of Acts 1:8, within our context, so they could
pursue these priorities. The project design assisted churches as they developed
partnerships with resource consultants available to us in each of the four ministry
domains found in Acts 1:8. The project was designed to assist self-selecting churches
who were early adopters of the vision so they could demonstrate the importance of an
intentional journey deeper into an Acts 1:8 model for ministry within the life of this
cluster of congregations.
Project Timeline
The project launched in September 2005 and completed in March 2006. Church
Strategy Teams from the participating churches consisted of three to five members.
Strategy Teams gathered on a monthly basis. No meeting was scheduled for the month of
December. The summit design intended for three things to happen at each meeting. First,
teaching drew from each of the four ministry areas found in Acts 1:8. Consultants
resourced churches toward a deeper understanding of the needs and opportunities in each
particular ministry domain. Teams discussed and discerned their congregational ministry,
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in light of Acts 1:8. Third, each Team gave a verbal report to the greater group, and then
produced written reports documenting their initial discussions and emerging goals. All
Acts 1:8 Initiative Church Strategy Teams shared these reports in a group setting in order
to gain additional insights and to provide shared accountability. Teams continued to
engage opportunities to learn and discern according to the ministry priorities of Acts 1:8
as agreed upon by this classis. The Acts 1:8 Initiative provided the Zeeland Classis the
opportunity to track, through these initial participating churches, our commitment to, and
progress toward, a new vision, one consistent with the authenticating marks of revival.
Methodology
This evaluative study is in the descriptive mode utilizing notes produced in a large
group shared format, evaluative and planning reports produced by participating churches,
and a semi-structured interview.
Population and Sample
The population for this study was the twenty-nine congregations of the Zeeland
Classis, RCA. Invitation went to all Zeeland Classis churches. All churches received
resources explaining the context and opportunity of the Acts 1:8 Initiative. Three selfselecting congregations form the basis for this study. The Initiative asked participating
churches to appoint Strategy Teams that included persons on staff, those in formal and
informal leadership roles and members of the congregation.
Variables
The primary independent variable is the Acts 1:8 Initiative as implemented in the
three participating churches. The primary dependent variable is the churches
understanding, commitment toward, and involvement in the ministry functions found in
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Acts 1:8. The expectation was for churches to grow in their understanding of God’s
calling to minister not only to their surrounding community and to his world but also to
the city and its needs, while being attentive to the importance of relational reconciliation.
Instrumentation
Individual Strategy Teams recorded and documented verbal and written reports
and comments shared in large group settings. Church Teams produced written reports
following each Summit experience. The pastor and strategy team of each participating
church participated in a semi-structured following the Initiative.
Data Collection
Collection of data occurred during the large group format of each summit. Church
Strategy Teams participated in the teaching portion of each summit. Each Team received
time to discuss what they had heard and learned as it related to their ministry context.
Churches shared and recorded insights and observations in the large group format.
Churches produced written reports following each summit in order to document their
learning and their observations about their congregational ministry in light of Acts 1:8
teaching. I kept personal notes as I reflected on the teaching of guest speakers and on the
observations made by members of participating churches. The semi-structured interviews
collected data following the completion of the Initiative. Semi-structured interviews
occurred nine months after the completion of the Initiative in order to evaluate the impact
of the Acts 1:8 teaching within each congregation. Interviews occurred in each church’s
facilities and in a group format.
A Theology of Revival
Careful reflection on theological principles guides and assists a deeper
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understanding of revival and its outcomes.
God’s Initiative
The word “revival” often stirs a spirited response. Within Christ’s Church, some
believers are convinced regarding the reality and importance of times and experiences
where God is described as being present with added power. At its heart, revival presumes
a reviving. Something lost or misplaced is reclaimed. A fire that burns low is stirred and
rekindled. God takes hold of his people in a fresh and exciting way. Faith is renewed and
the gospel spreads with added effectiveness. J. I. Packer writes, “Revival is an
extraordinary work of God the Holy Spirit reinvigorating and propagating Christian piety
in a community” (387). The emphasis is God’s role and initiative through the Holy Spirit.
A renewing work of God begins with God. Duewel comments, “Revival is far
more than evangelism. Man can evangelize, only God can give revival. God
accomplishes more in hours or days than usually results from years of faithful nonrevival
ministry” (11).
The outcome of God’s renewing work is a return to a deeper personal faithfulness
resulting in outward reaching ministry effectiveness. For reasons not fully known to us,
the passions of God take greater hold in human hearts. Henry C. Fish comments,
“Revivals are seasons when Christians are waked to a more spiritual frame, to more
fervent prayer, and to more earnest endeavors to promote the cause of Christ and
redemption” (13). The fires of personal faith burn more brightly, so the gospel message
reaches farther and with greater effectiveness and power.
Pentecost as a Model
Revival, then, is a repetition of Pentecost. The outcome of Pentecost was the early
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believers engaging their assignment, as found in Acts 1:8. Revival, then, results in a
renewed commitment to Acts 1:8 ministry. Charles Finney writes, “The antecedents,
accompaniments, and results of revival are always substantially the same as in the case of
Pentecost” (qtd. in Wallis 56). God comes with renewed power and reissues the original
assignment. Martyn Lloyd-Jones concurs when he observes, “Every revival of religion, I
say, is really a repetition of what happened on the day of Pentecost” (199-200). LloydJones’ perspective has biblical precedent. Those in the upper room were certain to
understand their Pentecost experience in light of the Old Testament story.
Throughout scripture, fire is a symbol of God’s presence, power, and purity. Wind
and fire are prevalent manifestations of God throughout biblical history. D. A. Carson
writes, “The words for wind and ‘spirit’ are … closely identified. On Mt. Sinai (Exod.
19:18), the fire on the mountain represented the presence of God. Perhaps the tongues of
fire here similarly represent that presence for the disciples.” Wind and fire were
recognizable historical evidences of God’s presence. C. S. Keener adds, “God elsewhere
used wind to symbolize his Spirit, who would revive the dead at the future restoration of
Israel (Ezek. 37). The symbol of wind shows the eruption into history of what was
anticipated for the future.” Those experiencing Pentecost would not have understood their
experience to be fundamentally new or different. Tongues of fire were a new
manifestation but hardly a new expression of God’s powerful and renewing presence. J.
F. Walvoord and R. B. Zuck comment regarding the early Church’s understanding of the
Pentecost event when they write,
The references to “wind” and “fire” are significant. The word for “Spirit”
(pneuma) is related to pnoe, the word translated “wind” here. It also means
breath. Both nouns—“spirit” and “wind” or “breath”—are from the verb
pneo, “to blow, to breathe.”
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God was breathing into his new creation the same breath he had breathed into humankind
at the original creation. Those present at Pentecost would have understood their
experience as consistent with the Old Testament story. Those experiencing Pentecost
would have identified the wind as the ruach of God, and fire as God’s shekinah.
Walvoord and Zuck confirm this understanding of shekinah as they write, “The tongues
of fire portray the presence of God. Several times in the Old Testament God displayed
Himself in the form of flames (Gen. 15:17; Ex. 3:2-6; 13:21-22; 19:18; 40:38; cf. Matt.
3:11; Luke 3:16).”
Those present in the upper room would have recognized this manifestation of
God’s presence. God was in their midst in a way common throughout their history as
God’s people. Duewel writes that, “John the Baptist prophesied that Jesus would baptize
His people with the Holy Spirit and fire. On the Day of Pentecost God restored to the
church the Shekinah glory, which Ezekiel had seen before God withdrew it from the
temple centuries before” (23). The power unleashed in them and in their midst would
have been understood as a rekindling of the covenant relationship established long ago.
W. W. Wiersbe agrees the early Church would have recognized the presence and working
of God in their midst when he writes,
The Spirit came. The Holy Spirit had been active prior to Pentecost and
had worked in Creation (Gen. 1:1-2), in Old Testament history (Jud. 6:34;
1 Sam. 16:13), and in the life and ministry of Jesus (Luke 1:30–37; 4:1,
14; Acts 10:38). However, now there would be two changes: the Spirit
would dwell in people and not just come on them, and His presence would
be permanent, not temporary (John 14:16–17).
The early Church understood Pentecost as a new expression of an existing theme. God
was initiating in the lives of his people for the sake of his world, both locally and
globally. God carried forward his purposes by refreshing, renewing, reviving his call
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upon his people, for the sake of greater relational intimacy. Just as expressions of revival
in history share similar themes, but unfold with noticeable differences, so Pentecost
would have been consistent with the past and at the same time unique for their moment in
time.
The early believers, the Church at its birth, would have interpreted their
experience in a similar way as those who have experienced revival. God manifested his
presence and power to rekindle a love relationship and renew his people. God’s
manifestation resulted in God’s people sharing more deeply in God’s movement in
human history. God was at work in and through his people long before the Pentecost
event. The voice of a prophet had been silent in Israel for nearly four hundred years
before John appeared in the wilderness. What Jesus inaugurated through his earthly
ministry came to still greater fulfillment at Pentecost. As Duewel notes, “The church was
born in revival fire … The fire of the Spirit can still cleanse, empower, fill, warm,
enlighten, and reflect God’s radiance” (23, 26). Pentecost is a consistent expression of
what occurs when revival comes.
Revival’s Effect
One of the core questions concerning revival has to do with how this kind of
“waking” takes place. How primary is the role God plays? A deeper call to renewed faith
is somehow a gift, the familiar echo of an original calling, one that begins to bear added
fruit. Stuart Piggin agrees with this perspective when he writes, “Revival is a sovereign
work of God consisting of a powerful intensification of the ordinary work of the Holy
Spirit” (162). God was at work before, yet now, for some reason, the result is both more
necessary and more effective.
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Revival, however, does not introduce anything new but something more pure.
Richard F. Lovelace comments, “[Revival] is an outpouring of the Holy Spirit which
restores the people of God to normal spiritual life” (40). The fire becomes hotter, the seed
is more potent, the soil more fertile. The mind is more receptive, the heart is softer, and
hands and feet are more ready. Revival is a season of spiritual refreshing marked by a
greater manifestation of the power of God. Intimacy with God is more thoroughly
established. As a result, the church’s corporate life revitalizes, and its impact on the
world around it becomes significantly more noticeable. As inspiring as this image is,
however, the spiritual life it reflects represents God’s original plan for his people. The
experience of revival is actually normative. Bill Hull writes, “What makes revival …
special is that there is a normal. That normal should … be walking in the Spirit, obeying
God, and bearing fruit” (25). The experience of Sacred Assembly was consistent with this
principle. Of those in attendance, many shared a similar conviction our experience on 27
April was God’s normative design for his children.
A Trinitarian Perspective
The Reformed Church in America has adopted a shared goal built upon twin
pillars. Denominational renewal will come as new congregations multiply and existing
congregations revitalize. Leaders in the RCA believe these are separate yet intimately
connected efforts. Denominational and congregational leaders are in agreement with
Christian Schwarz when he writes, “Living things grow, and growing things reproduce”
(95). As part of his discussion of natural church development, Schwarz's teaching
pinpoints eight core characteristics shared by all churches. Every church attends to these
things, and no church escapes them. Schwarz is interested in health and not methodology.
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The goal is to assist churches to become healthier in all eight core areas. Whenever a
church reaches a threshold of health in all core areas, Schwarz’s research indicates the
church will grow. Churches are encouraged to leverage their strengths in order to address
their weaknesses. He uses the image of a wooden stave barrel to make a point. A stave
barrel will only hold a volume less than its shortest stave. Efforts to fill the barrel after
this point will lead to the barrel leaking its contents out through the lowest stave.
Churches are encouraged to strengthen their weaknesses, to pursue greater and greater
health in all core areas, so life and ministry can be both full and effective.
Consistent with these principles, Schwarz has recently written with detail
regarding the “Trinitarian Compass:”
I am convinced that in the future, a large number of Christians around the
world will be fully involved with the ‘three-color’ approach. Why?
Because they will sense the concept behind the colors green, red, and blue
will bring exactly the kind of biblical balance that they are looking for.
(46)
The Trinitarian Compass identifies the experience of God as Father, Son, and Spirit. The
principle involved is most Christians are unbalanced in their view of God and experience
of him. “Green” Christians focus on openness and social justice. “Red” Christians focus
on evangelism and discipleship. “Blue” Christians emphasize emotional health and
spiritual power. Many Christians grow up in churches strong in one or, at best, in two of
the three aspects of God’s nature. Schwarz believes a limited understanding of the nature
of God is unacceptable to God, who is always working to bring faith into greater balance.
By themselves, “green” believers face the dangers of syncretism and relativism.
By themselves, “red” believers become narrow, legalistic, and disconnected from the
work of the Holy Spirit. By themselves, “blue” Christians embrace spiritualism not
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grounded in inspired Word or shared community. As God brings balance, “red”
evangelical churches reclaim social action. As God brings balance, “green” liberal
churches reclaim the primacy of Jesus Christ and the foundational importance of an
inspired Word. As God brings balance, “blue” charismatic churches are grounded in the
Word, discipleship, and community. In a balanced church, creation, justice, and
stewardship are valued, and in all things, God is sovereign. In a balanced church, Jesus is
Lord, believers pursue God’s will, and discipleship produces spiritual maturity. In these
churches, God speaks into individual experience with life-changing power. In these
churches, God moves in and through the head, heart, and hands. Christians leave behind
the obvious imbalances that produce a skewed theology and an incomplete faith
experience and expression.
The reason for including this discussion in this context is Schwarz’s work
supports historical and biblical accounts of revival. God is always at work to bring his
people to fullness of life and faith. Revival is God’s work to bring believers, churches,
communities, and cultures to fullness of life in him. All of the outcomes from revivals
discussed in Chapter 2 find a legitimate place within Schwarz’s Trinitarian framework.
When God brings revival, he breathes new life into believers so they live the fullness of
faith as God intended. Christians love God will fullness of heart, soul, mind, and strength.
They hold with greater conviction to sin, salvation, Jesus Christ, and God’s Word. They
recognize and pursue the Holy Spirit’s presence, working, and power. Faith is corporate,
personal, and powerful. Faith is grounded, relevant, and effective. Schwarz’s emphasis on
the Trinity provides a useful, helpful framework for understanding how God works in
revival and why.
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Radical Balance
Edith L. Blumhofer and Randall Balmer state what some would hold to be
obvious: “The essential characteristic of revival is that it assumes some sort of decline”
(xii). Faith’s fire must be fed, or its flames eventually become a barely glowing ember.
Robert F. De Haan affirms this point of view: “Revival is the restoration of life to that
which is dead or dying” (7). Understood in this way, revival is reclaiming God’s good
gifts in their original and intended form. With these gifts comes a renewed commitment
to God’s persisting assignments.
Others within the Church resist such statements and explanations. Revival is
discounted as being, in the end, little more than human emotion stirred. The fire fades and
questions are raised regarding lasting personal spiritual change or increased corporate
social benefit. In many ways, these concerns represent a fair and necessary critique. W. F.
Mallalieu observes, “There must be holy living. The unbelieving world has a right to
demand an illustration of the reality of Christian truth” (11). A healthy skepticism
concerning emotions and their lasting significance is appropriate. God’s already revealed
and written Word balances with experience. A “reviving” which does not lead to
significant, noticeable change in individual lives, within churches, and in society at large
becomes quickly and rightfully suspect. Os Guinness states, “A true revival would need
to widely penetrate culture” (387). Guinness goes on to say authentic revival generates
new public policy. Revival has theological depth and coherence and is greater than
individual spiritual devotion. Revival affects the heart and the hands; it challenges belief
and behavior. Ultimately, Guinness writes, revival lays claim to what “churches do with
their resources and what individuals do as citizens” (387).
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In 1989, the Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization met in Manila. The
record of this gathering includes the statement that “this [gathering] would serve to
highlight the dynamic movement within Lausanne towards seeing evangelism and social
responsibility as twin partners in the proclamation of the Gospel of Christ” (22). In The
Manila Manifesto the following claim is made:
The authentic gospel must become visible in the transformed lives of men
and women. As we proclaim the love of God we must be involved in
loving service, and as we preach the Kingdom of God we must be
committed to its demands of justice and peace. (115)
There is no separation in the gospel between evangelism and justice. Personal
transformation includes receiving a heart for those who face injustice. A changed heart
affects and influences the work of our hands.
Grace Woods writes the essence of revival is “the outflow of the Spirit of God
through the regenerated spirit of Man” (Preparing the Way 14). God breaks in and
invigorates the hearts and lives of those who believe in his Son. God chooses to display a
greater measure of his glory before the watching eyes of his children. Hearts stir, knees
bend, wills and spirits soften. When there is clarity regarding God's presence, there is
deeper acknowledgment of his greatness. People hear God's voice and recommit to their
core relationships, the ones with their Creator and with their neighbor. A renewed
relationship with God radiates out, naturally and purposefully, into a world filled with
need. The relationship between God and his children strengthens in ways that honor God,
serve others, and further establish God’s kingdom. Believers come to love God with
greater depth and, for this reason, begin to love their neighbors with more focus and
purpose. A vibrancy of life and love, radiating within and from God’s people, overflows
into a surrounding culture. A renewed spiritual vibrancy woos and wins many to Lord
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and God.
Some hold revival can only be a sovereign work of God. Others believe revival
comes when faithful men and women prepare the soil so God’s character in their lives,
and presence through their living, bears greater fruit. Some are deeply committed to the
importance of revival, while others discount the value of such times or seasons. Some
hold to the dominant role of God; others to the importance of faithful human activity.
Regardless, both in Scripture and in history, periods of spiritual awakening known as
revivals repeatedly take place. Revival is not a case of either God works or people work.
Revival is a time and season when both God’s powerful Spirit and men and women’s
faithful responses create an interplay that stirs many to renewed depth and, therefore,
added ministry effectiveness. Acts 1:8 indicates the same when it identifies the two parts
of this one whole. “You will receive power,” is immediately followed by, “and you shall
be my witnesses.” God grants power, and God’s people bring their witness of their
experience into the locations of shared assignment.
Common Ground
Because of research, three points come to the fore. First, common conditions lead
to a reviving experience. Second, the characteristics of revival are described with
reasonable accuracy. Third, authentic revival produces identifiable kinds of spiritual fruit.
The primary focus of this dissertation considers this third point that outcomes of
revival consistently follow an experience of intimate divine presence. Upon cursory
study, the list of preexisting conditions has noticeable similarity. By contrast, genuine
spiritual awakening happens in any one of a number of ways. Sometimes revival comes
swiftly and noticeably. Sometimes revival comes slowly and persistently. The focus of
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this dissertation, however, was to consider the responses of God’s people to those times
when they sensed God had come closer than usual and with an added power.
God’s people, throughout history, have been drawn into closer, more intimate
relationship with their Creator. Those seasons, most often known as revivals, have led to
increased spiritual activity within the lives of individuals, churches, and broader-based
communities. History indicates a limited number of common responses “reviving” seems
to produce consistently.
Wiersbe writes in terms of an understanding of the core importance of Acts 1:8 to
the ongoing work of the church:
Acts 1:8 is a key verse … It explains that the power of the church comes
from the Holy Spirit and not from man. God’s people experienced
repeated fillings of the Spirit as they faced new opportunities and
obstacles. Ordinary people were able to do extraordinary things because
the Spirit of God was at work in their lives. The ministry of the Holy Spirit
is not a luxury; it is an absolute necessity.
Acts 1:8 reflects a spiritual and a physical reality within revival. “You will be my
witnesses,” follows, “you will receive power.” We receive God’s power, and in that
power go forth as ambassadors of and for the gospel. Walvoord and Zuck write, “The
meaning of the clause, ‘you will be my witnesses…is clearly an imperative in the future
tense.’” Acts 1:8 declares God’s powerful presence becomes a believer’s personal and
authentic testimony.
The question this dissertation sought to address is whether historical patterns of
response to revival are useful in guiding the responses of a present-day corporate body of
congregations who have experienced, together, a moment of powerful divine presence.
Overview of the Study
The goal of Chapter 2 is to consider a portion of the available literature
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surrounding the topic of revival. The discussion centers on the biblical foundations of
revival and examines theories having to do with the origins of revival, the expressions of
revival and the outcomes from revival. As this classis has already experienced the
powerful presence of God in a corporate gathering, this study focused most of its
attention on the outcomes of revival. Chapter 3 outlines the steps and strategies through
which the Acts 1:8 Initiative sought to facilitate learning, discussion, and planning so
participating churches could align themselves with historical patterns of outcomes
consistently found in authentic revival. Chapter 4 presents the gathered data, and Chapter
5 presents conclusions and applications based on the study and its data.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Biblical Foundations
As previously noted, a list of biblical passages compiled by Roberts was pivotal in
helping guide the Zeeland Classis toward sacred assembly. While these stories share
much in common, each biblical sacred assembly was also unique. Duewel comments, “In
no two places are the accounts of revival the same in their details” (16). The biblical
accounts are consistent with this perspective. In some instances, God gathered his people
to instruct them (2 Chron. 34; Neh. 8). At other times, the people came together because
of danger or threat (2 Chron. 17-20; Joel 1-3). Sometimes the assembly was built around
an exciting event (2 Sam. 6; 1 Chron. 15-16; 2 Chron. 29-32; Ezra 1-6). In each, instance
God raised up a leader who was burdened because of the sinfulness of God’s people.
Each text includes worship, humility, a definite and often desperate seeking after God,
and a spirit of repentance. All of the stories include an individual leader who was able to
draw other leaders, and eventually God’s people, to an understanding of their physical
situation and spiritual condition. Under a variety of circumstances, Israel repents of their
sin and renews their heart after God.
As previously shared, corporate gatherings of God’s people, gatherings which led
to spiritual renewal, are found under Moses (Exod. 32-33), Samuel (1 Sam. 7), and David
(2 Sam. 6-7; 1 Chron. 13-18). Revival occurs during the reign of Asa (2 Chron. 14-16),
Jehoshaphat (2 Chron. 17-20), Hezekiah (2 Chron. 29-32), and Josiah (2 Chron. 34-35).
Revival comes through Zerubbabel (Ezra 1-6), Ezra (Ezra 7-10), Nehemiah (Neh. 1-13),
and Joel (Joel 1:1-2:27).
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Such gatherings produced strengthened spiritual leadership, helped reestablish the
core tenets of religious life, and created a sense of tremendous joy and worship. Most of
the stories evidence sincere consecration and devotion. Often the stories make mention of
Israel’s relationship to their neighbors and provide commentary about the surrounding
nations’ new understanding of the power and presence of the Hebrew God. Seasons of
revival are recorded in scripture as having a positive spiritual effect upon the people of
God and then beyond. In the biblical text, spiritual renewal connects consistently and
intimately to outward testimony.
Contrasts between the Testaments
An important question to ask is whether this Old Testament pattern of spiritual
decline and renewal is authoritative in the lives of a New Testament people. Reformed
theology holds to a continuity of theme between the biblical testaments, while still
recognizing a radical newness of life found through Jesus Christ. Though all things are
new, those who are in Christ continue to struggle to shed an old nature. Sanctification is a
lifelong process. Despite being a new creation, Christ followers wrestle with sin,
obedience, personal commitment, and persisting faithfulness in the same way as their
Hebrew forebears. While so much has changed, so many things stay the same. Lovelace
articulates this sense of unity between the biblical testaments in terms of the renewing
work of God both before and following Christ:
When we turn to the Bible to search out theological explanations for the
phenomenon of decline and revival in the church’s history, we are
confronted with what seems at first glance to be a contrast between the
Old and New Testaments. Further reflection, however, will reveal that
both the cyclical experience of Israel and the experience of continuous
renewal in Acts are coherent with one another, and that both patterns are
latent in the entire biblical witness. (62)
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No contradiction exists between Old Testament patterns of decline and renewal when
compared to New Testament teaching about a radical new relationship with God through
Jesus. Called into relationship, called toward purposeful obedience, both Old and New
Testament followers struggle to hold fast to this one God—Father, Son, and Spirit.
Lovelace articulates the reality of these patterns as he shares the experience of the early
Church:
As early as the Montanist movement of the second century, the concept of
decline and renewal in the church appears. The followers of Montanus
were convinced that the Christian movement of their time had lost the
spirituality and the supernatural gifts of the first-century church. (32)
Throughout history, God’s people have recognized when the fire of their faith has
dimmed. In nature, no flame continues to burn without new fuel added to its fire.
Cycles of obedience and disobedience, vibrancy and complacency continue into
the New Testament context. In fact, the seeds of revival are present in scripture prior to
the beginning of the public ministry of Jesus. John the Baptist’s ministry was in large part
a call to repentance, a pivotal part of history’s pattern of revival. In response to this
“voice of one calling in the desert” (Matt. 3:3), Matthew tells us, “People went out to him
from Jerusalem and all Judea and the whole region of the Jordan. Confessing their sins,
they were baptized by him in the Jordan River” (Matt. 3:5-6). The power of a new gospel
was built upon this initial foundation. Jesus’ ministry, with its inauguration of God’s
kingdom on earth, was the outflow of a season of repentance. The presence of spiritual
conviction within the lives of God’s people led to new expressions of God’s original
desire for intimacy with his children. Confession, the person of Jesus, the Word made
flesh, and the Pentecost event itself form the base upon which a new covenant is
grounded.
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From deeper within the New Testament story, Paul’s epistles were written at least
in part to help the early Churches return to a purity of belief and practice, and so of
witness. In a number of ways, from a variety of perspectives, the need spiritual reviving
in the lives of God’s people does not change from an old covenant to the new.
Theological Reflections
Careful theological reflection guides an understanding of the foundations of
revival and its consequences.
Origins of Revival
The theological tension surrounding revival is due primarily to differences of
opinion about revival’s origins. Prior to Charles G. Finney, and centered in the thinking
of Edwards, revivals were seasons of spiritual awakening grounded in the sovereignty of
God. Finney first offered a methodology through which revival could be “worked up,” as
opposed to being “sent down.” Blumhofer and Balmer offer insights regarding revival’s
origins:
The term revival has had various connotations throughout modern history.
On the American scene, the redoubtable Jonathan Edwards believed that
revival was “a surprising work of God,” while Charles Finney declared
emphatically that revival was “a work of man.” Edwards dedicated his
considerable intellectual talents to understanding the gracious visitation of
God, while Finney, believing that revivals came about through human
agency rather than divine, produced the first in a series of manuals aimed
at supplying a formula for the replication of revivals. (xi)
The persisting theological tension found is between the role of God and the activity of
man when applied to a need for and the experience of revival. The Merriam-Websters
Collegiate Dictionary distinguishes between revival and revivalism. To begin, the word
“Revive” is defined as “to return to consciousness or life: become active or flourishing
again … to restore from a depressed, inactive, or unused state: bring back.” Something
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faded, deadened, or muted once again becomes active and flourishing. God’s way and
will regain force and validity, and return to their normal effect. Something unused is
brought back into use. “Revival” is defined as “an act or instance of reviving; renewed
attention to or interest in something; restoration of force, validity, or effect.” By contrast,
“Revivalism” is “the spirit or methods of religious revivals.” Revival focuses on an
outcome, while revivalism seeks to address methods. Patterns inherent within revival can
and should be studied and considered, yet no one should presume the ability to “call
down” God’s prevailing presence. Revival begins, each time, with a sovereign move of
God.
In speaking to this question, Lovelace makes an observation regarding the
difference between revival and revivalism when he writes:
Perhaps the root cause of the decay of evangelicalism in America was the
replacement of the old comprehensive concept of revival with the postFinnean machinery of revivalism. “Holding a revival” became
synonymous with “using new methods to do mass evangelism.” (51)
At stake in this distinction is the theological perspective God initiates a renewing
movement among his people as a primary method for reaching his world. The difference
between Edwards and Finney, in part, lies in the ordering of God’s methodology. Revival
is most about God renewing his people as the first step of a process resulting in reaching
culture and community. Revivalism looks like revival but arguably takes two separate
steps and merges them into one. God’s people must be renewed before their lives will
have the deeper, greater impact on those around them. Just as personal renewal precedes
corporate renewal, so the renewing of God’s people precedes the renewing of their
communities and culture.
Evangelism begins when the fires of fervency stir in the hearts of God’s children.
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God must initiate, and his people must respond. Christians pray for the fullness of God’s
presence and power, understanding even the desire to ask begins with the Holy Spirit’s
whisper in the human heart. Piggin agrees with this theological perspective:
Revival is a work of God. God makes bare his arm. In biblical terms it is a
visitation from on high; a time of refreshing from the Lord. Genuine
revival cannot be worked up from below; it must come down from above”
(13).
The first winds of revival will always depend on God’s sovereign stirring. The initial
sense God desires a deeper, richer relationship with his children comes from God’s heart.
Lovelace articulates a view consistent with Edwards’: “Renewal is God’s sovereign work
and not conditional on comprehensive understanding of any set of principles” (52).
Revival is about God initiating spiritual hunger within the church as part of his
overarching plan for believers to reach beyond themselves. Fish supports this perspective
when he adds, “Genuine revivals are the fruit of the Holy Spirit” (14). When God’s
people have been stirred to deeper faith, they share a more vibrant life together, and so
possess a more potent witness. God initiates a process of expansive spiritual change
beginning within the community of those who already believe in his Son.
At the same time, a dependence on an initial sovereign presence and moving of
God does not negate the importance of a faithful response. Duewel writes, “Revivals are
the sovereign working of God, but they are always related to the obedience of God’s
people” (17). The issue revolves around the ways in which God’s stirring and human
responding are both present. Fish bridges this theological gap:
The question may here arise whether we are justified in going about to
produce a revival spirit. Some would be ready to attach to this the odious
term of “getting up” a revival. Yet much can be said in favor of the
opposite view. Who would object, for instance, to praying more? Who
would object to preaching with more pungency? (228-29)
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While a sense of a need to pray with greater fervor, or to preach with greater passion, is
likely to be an evidence of the working of the Spirit, believers must likewise respond to
the divine call. Mallalieu writes about a balancing of Holy Spirit and human response:
The substantial, persistent revival that flourishes alike in summer’s heat
and winter’s cold is not the creation of a mere human evangelist. Such a
revival is the work of the Holy Ghost. God can pour out the gracious
influence of the Holy Ghost at any time upon human hearts, but there are
conditions of climate, occupation and general environment, which must
materially affect the results … Revivals, do not come by chance, nor do
they come by arbitrary divine appointment. (17, 22)
God’s stirring and the response of his children are necessary parts to one complete whole.
Blackaby shared during a pastor’s conference Baptist revivals, originally, were two
weeks in length. The first week was to reach God’s people, who then used the second
week to reach their community (Feb. 2001).
Here, then, is the crux of the matter. The goal is to attempt to understand the ways
in which the stirring of God interacts with the response of his people. God must be
present, and God’s people obedient. Seasons of revival connect the heart of God with the
faithfulness of his children. Believers commit to what they know to be true from God’s
Word, even as they pray for a fuller experience of God’s presence and strength. Believers
obey and follow what they know is faithful to God, while at the same time pleading for a
wind they cannot see, whose origin they cannot control. Hull articulates this tension:
All spiritual work is God’s work, I know that, but Jesus left over two
hundred commands for his church … Our desperation for revival as a
solution is in part evidence of our failure to walk daily in the power of the
Spirit and to obey what God has already equipped us to do.… In the
process, there would be increased awareness of sin and the holiness of
God, a widespread repentance, and conversions at a greatly accelerated
rate. It was not something man could bring on, manufacture, or in any way
control. The focus was not on people; it was on God himself. Is there a
middle? Can we find a balance between sola sovereignty (prepare and
wait) and sola seeker (God waits until we act)? (22, 19, 26)
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There is a role God plays, and a part men and women play in revival. God’s people seek,
follow, obey, and prepare, and welcome God’s renewing presence into their lives and
midst. God stirs in the hearts of his people, who respond with renewed and intensified
service and faithfulness. Consistent with this balanced tension, Woods writes, “Revival,
when it comes, will come direct from heaven as on the day of Pentecost, in answer to the
believing prayers of those that wait upon the Lord” (Preparing the Way 22). God’s people
understand a fresh wind can only come from God. At the same time, Christ followers
desire to live the kind of lives that encourage God to bring a wind from heaven more
often and with greater force.
Revivals as Continual or Recurrent
Revival is an intensification of the Holy Spirit’s normal activity. Iain Murray
comments, “What happens in revivals is not to be seen as something miraculously
different from the regular experience of the church. The difference lies in degree, not in
kind” (23). While the spiritual vibrancy of Christians should be perpetual, even those
who are “a new creation” (2 Cor. 5:17) seem prone to drift, to have hearts grow cold.
David N. Wentz adds, “There is as much truth as there is humor in the simple answer,
‘We leak!’” (29). In agreement Walter P. Doe writes what many hold to be true, “It is a
humiliating fact that a church of blood-bought disciples should need a revival” (121).
Too many churches live too much of their lives outside of the vigorous adventure
God has for his people. The vibrant life of the people of God is one of the Church’s best
ways of witnessing into the needs and longings of those who are without a personal
relationship with their Creator. The best hope of the world is a church passionately alive
with God’s presence by God’s Spirit. Too often churches neglect to feed the fire of their
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faith and find themselves with less to offer than God gave them to share.
By contrast, the seasons of a year form a rhythm woven into the fabric of creation.
Creation’s rhythms help us understand the seasons of revival. James Burns comments
regarding this ebb and flow:
Ideally, in every congregation there ought to be a sort of continuous
revival, [and yet] revivals are recurrent, not continuous. In the hearts of
believers and in the life of congregations there come times that correspond
with the ebb and the flow of the tides. Even the mighty oak tree exists
through a season of waiting for growth to begin again. The course of a
prairie fire depends on the direction of the wind and on the nature of the
terrain. So does God cause every revival to be unique. (9)
Seasons of reviving come from God’s hand in God’s time. Here again is the tension
between human activity and divine. Revival is not an “either/or” but rather a “both/and”
noun. God comes with power, and his children become witnesses (Acts 1:8). Believers
wait expectantly, prayerfully for a presence and power they cannot manufacture. The
result is a divine visitation whose evangelistic effectiveness they wholeheartedly pursue
but cannot create.
Lovelace raises an interesting perspective when he depicts revival as placing
green wood onto a roaring fire. He writes, “Christianity is like a fire which periodically
develops a vigorous blaze, but is each time covered with increasing quantities of green
wood which must dry out before they can be ignited” (427). The fire of those who have
been recently refreshed must now absorb wood ill prepared to burn as clean, as hot, or as
bright. By God’s sovereign design, a period of awakening may result in generations of
implementation and change. God grants time before launching additional spiritual
initiatives. Lovelace, commenting on the First Great Awakening and Edwards’ critique of
the initial firestorm of spiritual activity, writes, “The initial flare-up of enthusiasm was
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like the ignition of a bed of charcoal which must subside before the coals are usable”
(43). The flames that first mark a charcoal fire become of greater use in God’s kingdom
having ignited the lasting glow of a fuel burning with penetrating heat. What appears to
be a season without flame may actually hold a slow burning, coal-like fire that penetrates
far deeper with greater impact than a visible flame.
Generation Gap
In an effort to understand revival, one issue to be addressed is why reviving seems
perpetually necessary. In the book of Judges the reader finds a continuing history of
cycles of decline and renewal among the people of God. Judges 2:7, 10 describes what
consistently happens in the lives of God’s people:
The people served the Lord throughout the lifetime of Joshua and of the
elders, who outlived him and who had seen all the great things the Lord
had done for Israel.… After that whole generation had been gathered to
their fathers, another generation grew up, who knew neither the Lord nor
what he had done for Israel.
Simply put, the Christian faith is something we hand off like a baton in a relay race. The
pass of the baton is not guaranteed. Revival becomes necessary when the burning faith of
the parent does not become the fiery faith of their children.
Leadership
Deeply spiritual leaders are a vital part of a continually vibrant corporate life.
Lovelace observes, “The plot structure of the book of Judges is intended to emphasize the
necessity of charismatic leadership for the spiritual and temporal well-being of Israel”
(64). Repeatedly, God provides a faithful leader. In the biblical accounts of sacred
assembly, the journey begins when God prompts the heart of an individual. Duewel
notes, “during Judah’s history … God was able to send revival because He had a leader
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to whom the people responded” (28). God raised a leader to call the nation toward the
pursuit of a spiritually reviving experience. Lovelace writes about the importance of
leadership in revival:
It appears that a general principle concerning the deliverance of God’s
people is being hinted at here: redemption comes under the direction of
leaders whom God raises up in his sovereign mercy in response to the
deep longing and intercession of the laity generated under the pressure of
defeat or suffering. (65)
Scripture portrays consistently the critical link between a leader’s faithfulness and the
faithfulness of God’s people. When a leader is obedient to God, the same is often true for
the people. When a leader is unfaithful, in most instances so are God’s people. Strong
spiritual leadership is a vital core for continuing works of God’s presence and power.
Biblical leaders who sought to move God’s people toward revival were not always
charismatic yet were clear about the need and their assignment. God raised a leader to
bring a clarion call within the broader body.
Spiritual Conflict
Prayer is a reminder spiritual conflict exists between God’s light and the powers
of darkness. Lovelace speaks to the reality of spiritual conflict:
Outpourings of the Spirit … reinforce the armies of the Lord with grace
and equip them to recover ground and liberate new territory. Often the real
enemy to be fought is not the visible oppressing powers but the idolatry
and apostasy by which the powers of darkness have reoccupied the hearts
of God’s people. (68-69)
God reveals his presence in revival, in part, to deal with the sins and shadows of the lives
of his people. When God determines to bring something from darkness into light, those
things are at the same time more accessible to the intentions of the adversary, Satan.
God’s renewing work results in Satan receiving a parallel opportunity to accuse, lie,
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tempt, and refute. As God initiates revival, Satan pursues his own purposes. Any conflict
between God and Satan is never an exchange between equals. At the same time, Satan
works hardest to keep whatever ground he has managed to acquire within the lives of
God’s people. For this reason, the work of revival will always be messy and uneven. God
stands to gain the renewed heart of his people, even as Satan works to keep them from the
fullness of the Father’s intentions. The closer the Church comes to God, the more directly
it steps into the crossfire of spiritual battle.
As noted earlier, our Zeeland Classis journey to sacred assembly most closely
paralleled the one taken by Hezekiah in 2 Chronicles 29-32. Interestingly, chapter 32:1
begins, “After all that Hezekiah had so faithfully done, Sennacherib king of Assyria came
and invaded Judea.” Spiritual gain was then deeply tested. The renewing of God’s people
seems always to provide moments when faith is tested and spiritual gains can be lost.
Since the experience of Sacred Assembly, for a season within our classis, the number and
severity of critical situations in classis churches increased. The presence of conflict
indicates historically documented patterns present in our shared life. To a hopeful degree,
these patterns provide the churches of the Zeeland Classis the opportunity to secure all
God promises to bestow.
Revivals are advances in the kingdom of God inevitably leading to Satan’s
counterattacks. Satan uses temptation, deception, accusation, and even physical attack to
deter renewal. Spiritual gains must be carefully, intentionally guarded and protected.
Lovelace notes the realities of spiritual conflict:
Periods of renewal are therefore times of vigorous activity both among
agents of God and agents of darkness. Behind the scenes of earthly
history, in awakening eras, we can discern the massing and movement of
the invisible troops of darkness and of light. While this may seem fanciful
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to anyone in the twentieth century, it is simply realistic according to the
Biblical world picture. (256)
Christ followers, in seasons of spiritual reviving, learn to expect increased levels of
spiritual confrontation. The Church learns from history conflict is often God’s arena for
revelation. God allows conflict as a means to test and as prelude to additional blessing.
Among the tactics of Satan is direct attack upon a renewal movement. Lovelace continues
to articulate what he believes happens in spiritual realms:
There has never been a revival that has not been severely attacked. Every
advance of the kingdom of God has occasioned an explosion of conflict
and contention. In occupied territory, in which the gospel has not yet
penetrated or has never taken hold vigorously, this counterattack usually
takes the form of outright persecution. (257)
The Church must regularly remind itself the struggle experienced is not only with
flesh and blood (Eph. 6:12) but with an enemy who seeks to devour (1 Pet. 5:8).
Theological Purity
False doctrine will derail revival’s momentum. In the New Testament, Paul filled
his letters with corrective teaching. False doctrine undermines renewal and causes it to
become vulnerable. Lovelace contributes to an understanding of the importance of
revival’s theological foundation:
The purity of a revival is intimately related to its theological substance. A
deep work cannot be done without the sharp instruments of truth. Unless
revival issues in theological reformation, its energy will be contained and
its fruits will not last. (262)
Because theological foundation is so critical, scripture must be elevated during seasons of
revival—as a means to secure what has been gained and as a weapon to resist the enemy.
Lovelace continues by saying, “The common denominator of all these aberrations is a
reliance on subjective experience divorced from the objective control of reason and the
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written Word of God” (265). God’s nature and character become clearer in the minds and
hearts of his people. Believers give themselves more completely to Christ. Jesus becomes
more central and the written Word more valuable. The experiences of the people of God
continue to be significant, yet they never take believers outside the authority of an
already inspired Word. The closer the Church comes to Father, Son, and Spirit, grounded
in God’s text, the purer is its thinking, the greater its protection, and the more certain its
foundation for belief and action.
Historical Experience
A study of the historical experiences of the RCA is helpful when considering the
call and the opportunity presented to these Reformed Church congregations.
The Reformed Church and Revival
Two of the most noted seasons of revival trace their origins to Reformed
churches. Lovelace writes about the beginnings of the first Great Awakening:
The beginnings of this awakening can be traced to the decade of the
1720’s. In America, Christians had been praying since the late seventeenth
century for an effusion of the Holy Spirit on the rising generations of their
listless and unconverted children. In 1727 Theodore Frelinghuysen’s
Dutch Reformed Church in New Jersey seemed to experience a new surge
of vitality as the pastors “fenced the table” in administering communion,
insisting on evidence that his parishioners had experienced the
regenerating power of godliness and were not merely going through a
form in their church life. (36)
God used the RCA at the very beginning of a tremendous spiritual awakening in North
America. The same was true some 130 years later. Timothy L. Smith writes about the
role of the Reformed Church in America in the 1857 Prayer Revival:
What attracted the attention of secular newspaper reporters to the
awakening of 1858 was the frenzied growth after February 1 that year of
the daily, noontime interdenominational prayer meetings. Although
weekly laymen’s gatherings had dotted New York City the previous fall,
Jeremiah C. Lamphier, a neighborhood missionary employed by the Old
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Dutch Church on Fulton Street, had organized on September 23 the first
one to come to prominence in connection with the revival. (63)
History shows Lamphier quietly began a noontime prayer meeting in the lecture room of
North Reformed Dutch Church in Lower Manhattan in September 1857. Duewel
describes the event that would eventually shape a nation:
A quiet, zealous forty-six-year-old businessman in New York was
appointed on July 1, 1857, as missionary in downtown New York at the
Dutch Church. Jeremiah Lamphier had been converted in 1842 in
Broadway Tabernacle, Finney’s church that was built in 1836. Lamphier
felt led by God to start a noontime weekly prayer meeting in which
business people could meet for prayer. Anyone could attend, for a few
minutes or for the entire hour. Prayers were to be comparatively brief.…
The first day, September 23, 1857, Lamphier prayed alone for half an
hour. But by the end of the hour, six men from at least four
denominational backgrounds joined him. The next Wednesday there were
twenty. On October 7, there were nearly forty. One week later there were
over one hundred present.… Within one month pastors who had attended
the noon prayer meetings in Fulton Street started morning prayer meetings
in their own churches. Soon the places where the meetings were held were
overcrowded. Men and woman, young and old of all denominations met
and prayed together without distinction. (128-29)
Woods confirms Lamphier’s leadership during the initial days of this tremendous
historical movement:
The immediate occasion that began the revival in New York was the
famous noonday prayer meeting movement. Mr. J. C. Lamphier, a lay
missionary in New York City, was greatly burdened for the salvation of
souls. Almost daily in the lecture room of the old Dutch church on Fulton
Street he would go alone to pray for a genuine revival. He finally decided
to invite others to join him in prayer. He announced a weekly prayer
meeting to be held at noon on Thursday, the 23rd of September 1857. For
thirty minutes, he prayed alone. Five others joined him in the second half
of the hour. In this way, the far-famed Fulton Street prayer meetings
began. Before long, the numbers increased and it became a daily prayer
meeting. This meeting room overflowed and simultaneous meetings were
held in other auditoriums of the church building. The seats were all filled,
passages and entrances were blocked and hundreds were turned away for
lack of room. This led to the formation of nine other daily noonday prayer
meetings in New York City. Men and woman gave these prayer meetings
the first place in their lives. (Half 23-24)
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Across the nation, at least ten thousand cities and towns had noon prayer meetings during
the 1857-58 awakening. For six to eight weeks during the height of the revival, some fifty
thousand people conversions occurred weekly. Duewel notes, “The average for two
whole years was ten thousand new converts joining the churches each week” (131). At
least one million people experienced conversion during this season of God’s anointing.
Crime decreased dramatically. In some places prostitution disappeared. Savings deposits
increased. The moral tone of the nation shifted.
God allowed the Reformed Church to be at the beginning of tremendous seasons
of his Spirit. My heart aches for the churches of the Zeeland Classis, and this entire
denomination, to participate in this kind of spiritual movement in this present day.
Historical Patterns Prior to Revival
Historical patterns are present prior to spiritual revival must be considered in
order to move forward confidently in the study of the literature.
Preexisting Features and Conditions
Study of the literature confirms a return to a deeper relationship with God always
includes an increased humility, an intensification of prayer, a return to greater importance
placed upon Scripture, a turning from sin, and an emphasis on holy living. These
evidences lead toward revival and flow from it.
Prayer
The literature consistently identified the importance of prayer. An increased
passion in praying is both a precursor to revival and one of the outcomes of revival.
Greater prayer leads to a renewing of God’s people, which leads to a still greater
commitment to pray. For this reason, discussion about prayer happens here and in a later
section dealing with the outcomes of revival.
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God’s people pray conscious of the fact prayer is both a discipline to which Christ
calls his followers and a desire stirred by God’s Spirit. To pray is to recognize a
dependence on God. The greater the level of prayer in the lives of God’s people, the
greater they evidence and declare that dependence. Duewel adds, “Most revivals have
their roots in long periods of behind-the-scenes intercessory prayer” (39). At its
beginning, praying together has a “romantic” quality to it. Over time, we begin to
understand the work of prayer requires disciplined persistence. The Church prays and
keeps on praying. Lovelace identifies the following pattern in the lives of God’s people:
First, there is the gravity inherent in human sin, a kind of entropy in
human nature that guarantees that the vigor of spiritual life will constantly
run down unless it is renewed through the channel of dependent prayer.
Second, in response to prayer, God pours out his Spirit and revives the
declining life of his people, raising up new leaders and turning the hearts
of the laity to himself. (66)
God has determined he will work in his world in response to the prayers of his people.
God stirs hearts to desire more. God calls for prayer, inviting, echoing the promise of his
response. Christians are thrilled and humbled as they come to understand the power
inherent in the prayers of God’s people. Andrew Murray says of intercessory prayer,
“The power of the church truly to bless rests on intercession” (13). I am convinced prayer
is the source of powerful expressions of the presence of God to a greater degree than is
commonly understood. In his training material, Passion and Power in Prayer, Alvin
Vander Griend identifies an important aspect of prayer when he states, “When we work,
we work; but when we pray, God works” (video, session 6). God chooses to unleash
greater expressions of his power when his people pray. Ole Hallesby comments regarding
prayer:
[Prayer is] the most important work we have to do … a labor for which
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there is no substitute…. The work of praying is prerequisite to all other
work in the kingdom of God for the simple reason that it is by prayer that
we couple the powers of heaven to our helplessness. (80)
Prayer connects God’s people to God’s heart. It is the venue for God to speak and his
people to listen. Prayer guides, and guards, and empowers the Kingdom’s work on earth.
Consistent with this perspective, Bob Logan commented during a lecture
delivered at Fuller Theological Seminary “[p]rayer is essential; it is the venue of the
leading of the Holy Spirit” (Lectures to MG 707). In his book Beyond Church Growth,
Logan continues to stress the importance of prayer:
The reality is that we are involved in spiritual warfare. Unseen, it rages all
around us. Battles are won or lost, and we often attribute these to fate,
luck, or coincidence. Yet as you read through scripture, you become more
keenly aware that so much of what we attribute to accident is in reality a
result of spiritual design. Prayer, as our only true spiritual weapon, is not
simply the preparation for the battle: Prayer is the battle. (32)
Ministry is enabled and empowered when it is bathed in prayer, grounded in prayer, and
built upon prayer. Ministry is strengthened when it is guided and sustained by prayer. C.
Peter Wagner articulates his belief in the importance of prayer when he writes, “God
continues to show us the real battle for any form of the extension of the kingdom of God
is spiritual” (9). He continues by saying, “The more deeply I dig beneath the surface of
church growth principles, the more thoroughly convinced I become the real battle
is a spiritual battle and that our principal weapon is prayer” (45). Spiritual gains from
revivals are soon challenged. A foundation of prayer sustains this kind of spiritual gain.
David Shenk and Ervin Stutzman comment regarding the central importance of prayer in
God’s work of revival:
The early Church was born in a prayer meeting. Every great revival in
history began with repentance and prayer among Christians. Growing
churches who are reaching out in faithful mission and ministry are
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characterized by leaders who have a vision from God.… The vision
usually comes as a result of prayer, fasting, and reading the Word. (37-38,
65)
So much of the heart of God’s people, and the work of his ministry through them, are
built upon prayer. Aubrey Malphurs continues to articulate the critical importance of
being a praying people: “When people begin to pray, God will begin to answer their
prayers” (223). Because prayer is conversation with God, and active sharing and listening
belongs to genuine relationship, it will be at the heart of every season of spiritual vitality.
Revival will not begin and cannot be sustained without prayer. Jack Dennison maintains,
“Without God’s direct intervention, our efforts to change communities will be hopelessly
unfruitful and without impact” (234). Renewing works of God become grounded in the
prayers of his people. Acts 1:14 lays the foundation of the early Church’s Pentecost
experience when it says, “They all joined together constantly in prayer.” Within history,
all renewing works of God find grounding in the practice and discipline of fervent prayer.
The literature recognizes the importance of prayer in God’s sovereign, yet human,
work of revival. De Haan writes, “The united prayer of the body of Christ is essential for
revival. No spiritual work can be accomplished by the church unless the church prays”
(28). Historical experience supports this conviction. Piggin adds, “The 1859 revivals in
Wales and Ulster were caught from the revival in North America, which was ignited by
prayer … Revivals will not come without prayer” (165, 173). Seeking after God in prayer
is always at the center of God’s renewing work. Theo Bamber agrees with this
perspective:
Revival is a blessing that can begin only in prayer. Somebody must wait
upon God for it … The flame of intercession must be passed on until the
fire ascends to heaven and returns to baptize the Lord’s people as they
wait upon him. (qtd. in Woods, Preparing the Way 22).
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God’s Holy Spirit stirs the desire to pray, and persistent fervency in praying, in the hearts
of God’s people. Fish compellingly retells the following story about the importance of
prayer:
Mr. Finney says, “I once knew a minister who had a revival fourteen
winters in succession. I did not know how to account for it till I saw one of
his members get up in a prayer meeting and make a confession.
‘Brethren,’ he said, ‘I have been long in the habit of praying every
Saturday night till after midnight, for the descent of the Holy Ghost among
us. And now, brethren, (and he began to weep) I confess that I have
neglected it for two or three weeks.’” The secret was out. That minister
had a praying church. Revivals are born of prayer. (292)
Prayer is one of the necessary foundation stones for a renewed and sustained work of
God through the power of the Holy Spirit within the Church. Duewel agrees with this
assessment when he writes, “When we study the history of God’s work on earth, we will
always find faithful praying saints, often hidden, holding on before Him in prayer,
pleading for God to revive His people” (355). Revival finds grounding in the prayers of
those who recognize the need for God to refresh his people.
Repentance
Revival always includes repentance. The Scriptures are clear from 2 Chronicles
7:14: “If my people, who are called by my name, will humble themselves and pray and
seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, then will I hear from heaven and will
forgive their sin and will heal their land.” Repentance grieves the relational separation sin
creates. The Holy Spirit brings a person to the place where they experience the burden of
what their sin has brought about. Acknowledging sin, and the consequences of that sin, is
a necessary aspect of any renewing work of God. Duewel writes, “Again and again
revival has come only in power to God’s people when Christians have realized how
infinitely holy God is in His wonderful nature and how heinous sin is in His sight” (253).
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For God to move in strength requires his people to humble themselves and confess the
depth of their wickedness and sin. W. Graham Scroggie comments, “There never has
been a spiritual revival which did not begin with an acute sense of sin” (qtd. in Duewel
10). Earnest praying, prompted by the Holy Spirit, faces the depth and reality of sin.
Those who pray experience God in his holiness and themselves in their depravity.
Outcomes from Revival
For a revival to be genuine, certain things must be in place, be widespread, and be
commonly accepted. Hull maintains, “revival is the starting line, not the finish line. After
revival begins, the real work starts. Revival brings power; reformation transforms that
power into lasting change” (11). Acts 1:8, in anticipation of Pentecost, says the very
same: “You will receive power … and you will be my witnesses.” These two parts of this
one verse form the template of revival. God comes in power. God’s people acknowledge
God’s presence and power and commit themselves to the renewing of their relationship
with their Creator Redeemer. Out of renewed relationship, God’s people recapture the
heart and purpose of God. Those who receive power go out in witness. Authentic revival
exhibits power and witness. The hearts of God’s people stir toward God. As a result, their
hands and feet move toward those around them. In his memoirs, Finney names the key
characteristics marking and authenticating a revival:
1. The prevalence of a mighty Spirit of prevailing prayer. 2.
Overwhelming conviction of sin. 3. Sudden and powerful conversions to
Christ. 4. Great love and abounding joy of the converts. 5. Intelligence and
stability of the converts. 6. Their great earnestness, activity, and usefulness
in their prayers and labors for others. (qtd. in Duewel 105)
True revival is build upon and birthed out of prayer. Conviction of sin and repentant
hearts are evident. Genuine revival has theological depth; it evidences a moral passion to
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transform people and holds forth a vision that reforms churches. Hull writes about the
impact revival has on culture:
Breakthrough results in a measurable difference in three crucial areas: 1.
the quality of spiritual character of the average church membership; 2.
some sign of penetration into the culture; and 3. some impact with respect
to the level of general morality in popular culture. (45)
True revival penetrates culture. Genuine revival changes people, churches, and society.
Piggin adds to the discussion:
The always-present elements of revival include the revitalization of the
church. This includes: a greatly enhanced sense of God’s presence; a
heightened responsiveness to God’s Word; an increased sensitivity to sin;
an unprecedented sense of personal liberation; an unparalleled fruitfulness
in your testimony for Christ; the conversion of large numbers of
unbelievers; and the decline of sinful practices in the community—the
healing of our nation … We may be confident that a revival is a genuine
work of the Holy Spirit if it: raises our esteem for Jesus; leads us to turn
from sin and toward righteousness; raises our esteem for scripture;
establishes the great, central truths of the gospel; and increases our love
for God and humankind. (18, 51)
The lives of God’s people must evidence a deep moral, spiritual change for revival to be
authentic. Fish observes, “The genuineness of a work is to be suspected unless the
holiness, zeal and devotedness of Christians are increased” (22). In addition, Fish adds
revivals uplift society, missionary movements come from revivals, and institutions of
learning owe much to revivals, and strong churches result from the same. Fish concludes
his comments regarding the social impact of revival:
Blot out what God has done by revivals, and our sky would be shrouded in
gloom; our sanctuaries would be vacant; out mission agencies things
unknown, and languor and death would be about us on every side. O Lord,
revive thy work! (107)
In the end, revival is authentic when it produces noticeable spiritual change within
individuals, inside of churches, and into secular culture.
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Deepened Personal Spiritual Devotion
Seasons of reviving lead to individuals who sense, articulate, and display a
deepened commitment to their personal spiritual lives. Elizabeth Porter writes, “Among
the happy fruits of these revivals [is] the decided tone of practical piety” (74). Porter goes
on to emphasize that those who have experienced revival exhibit a desire for spiritual
depth and a pursuit of biblical and theological knowledge. Those who have been
spiritually renewed are more concerned about, and more committed to, their personal
relationship with God. These same individuals then also experience a greater concern for
the needs of others around them. Revival revolves around the Great Commandment—
God’s call to love him with heart, soul, mind and strength while loving neighbor with an
equal purpose and passion. An evangelical expression of the Christian faith has always
sought to balance personal faith with social reform. When revival comes, people
experience a greater love for God overflowing into a resulting greater love for others.
Doe states his conviction about the importance of personal renewal:
If a community be revived, the church must be revived; for as a rule,
revivals begin with the church, and if a church is to become revived and
active, why then—it is the plainest sort of logic—the individual members
must become revived. So, then, the whole matter comes down to this: each
member must consecrate himself. (351)
Revival gives birth to individuals who engage their personal faith with greater intention
and passion, who then engage the needs of their neighbors and surrounding society with
greater purpose and effectiveness.
The Place and Importance of Scripture
Seasons of reviving lead to greater value and importance being given to the
biblical text. God’s Word becomes more central and more precious. With revival, God’s
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Word gains a greater authority.
The Importance of the Person and Work of Christ
Revival always raises the general level of esteem for the importance of the person
and work of Christ. Jesus’ nature and character, what he gave, what he did, and what he
accomplished, is valued to a greater and deeper degree. Once again, Christ becomes the
central and pivotal person within history. His life, his example, his teachings, and his
accomplishments lift to the place where they belong—above all others.
The Renewal of the Church
Social reform flows out of the strength of shared biblical community. When
genuine community is present, the Church is able to provide a demonstration of Christ’s
continuing presence and power on earth. Members of churches live out their individual
giftedness in a shared, and relational, life. The greater the church’s shared life, and the
greater the Church’s unity, the more significant will be its cultural impact. Jesus’ high
priestly prayer is clear and specific: “May they be brought to complete unity to let the
world know that you sent me” (John 17:23). Lovelace observes, “The dynamic of
community is essential for Christian transformation of society. On the local level,
Christians must model the kingdom they wish to see established on a wider scale” (394).
The quality of a church’s shared life affects its ability to be salt and light within
its community. Hull writes, “When God sends his extra power, it leads, to a larger degree
than usual, to repentance, conversions, interest in the Bible…. The church community
comes to life, and there is a renewed sense of the presence of God and the urgency of
mission” (31-32). The more deeply God is experienced, the greater the desire for others
to know him.
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De Haan states, “The conviction is growing among Christians that the church
needs to be spiritually revived. There is a growing discontent with the status quo, the
middle of the road that the church is traveling” (7). The reviving of the Church creates an
authentic corporate life. This renewed shared life has impact within a community and
upon culture.
A danger is present revival will be confused with evangelism. While revival leads
to evangelism, evangelism is not revival’s first, but its eventual goal. Doe continues as he
adds, “Revivals bring the Church back to the simplicities of doctrine and worship and
Christian living. Revivals take churches out of the ruts of formalism, putting new life into
everything” (427). Revival raises the vitality and vibrancy of the shared life of God’s
people. Finally, as with an exclamation point, Doe states, “A revival is another chapter
added to the book of Acts” (428). God pursues the fullness of his created plan in the lives
of his children, made known to us through the saving, healing work of Jesus Christ.
Personal Salvation and Social Influence
An evangelical expression of the Christian faith holds firmly to an emphasis on
personal salvation resulting in increased social ministry. Evangelical faith unites these
two themes rather than dividing between them. In history, revival has always produced
greater efforts to meet social need. As God’s people are renewed, they love him with
more heart, soul, mind, and strength. Wentz records the perspective of Wesley Campbell
who maintains revival historians hold “true revival has historically coupled with acts of
mercy in social action” (67).
Consistent with this perspective, J. H. MacDonald adds, “History reveals,
furthermore, that revivals have originated in deepened ethical convictions.… No revival
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has amounted to much that was not a work among and for the poor” (52, 57). Out of the
greater depth of love for God springs a greater depth of love for neighbor. Revival leads
God’s people to a new commitment to God’s original Great Commission assignments.
Concern for Cities
The Manila Manifesto states that, “In AD 1900 only 9 percent of the world’s
population lived in cities; in AD 2000 it more than 50 percent will do so. A worldwide
move into the cities has been called ‘the greatest migration inhuman history’; [and] it
constitutes a major challenge to Christian mission.… The nations come to our doorstep in
the city” (122). D. L. Moody comments by saying, “Water runs downhill, and the highest
hills are the great cities. If we can stir them, we shall stir the whole country” (Lectures to
MG 707). The literature is consistent regarding the importance of ministry in the city and
to the city. Shenk and Stutzman agree regarding the importance of the urban arena:
Jesus recognized the strategic significance of the city for world and people
group evangelism. For this reason, he informed his disciples in his
farewell words that their witness would begin in Jerusalem. Remember
that Jerusalem was nearly 200 miles from home for the Galilean peasants
who formed Jesus’ inner circle of disciples. These leaders were not very
comfortable with the city. In fact it was in this Jerusalem that Jesus had
been sentenced and crucified only weeks before. Nevertheless, now Jesus
was telling them that their ministry was to begin in the city. They obeyed
the command of Jesus, and Pentecost happened in the city, where the
church was born. From the great city of Jerusalem, the church spread to
other cities, people groups, and countries. Over a dozen languages or
regions are mentioned in Acts 2. No wonder Jesus commissioned his
disciples to begin in the city. They took that command seriously. The city
is the place where people meet. Churches which thrive in cities touch the
entire countryside, because in the city is a kaleidoscope of cultures,
peoples, businesses, philosophies, and travelers. Cities are the centers of
power—economic, political, cultural, religious, and educational. Cities are
the change agents of the nations. Churches planted in cities touch the
heartbeat of an entire region. (140-41)
Historically, revivals consistently point to the significance of ministry within the city.
Dennison presents the following compelling statistics:
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Today, sprawling urban centers are home to 50 percent of the world’s
people and will continue their rapid increase in growth in the foreseeable
future. This in itself places the cities of the world at the strategic forefront
of global mission and evangelism. This is especially true of the United
States where 90 percent of the population lives in an urban setting. (13-14)
Cities become critically important to the work and effectiveness of the gospel. Ed
Silvoso’s words challenge the Church: “The state of the city is always the result of the
Church’s condition” (215). Silvoso continues to instruct as he states, “Cities are central to
God’s redemptive strategy. The Great Commission begins with a city—Jerusalem—and
culminates when another city—the New Jerusalem—becomes God’s eternal dwelling
with His people” (21). The pressing needs found in so many cities in the United States
should cause the church to reexamine the vibrancy of its faith so as to strengthen the
effectiveness of its impact.
Concern for Social Reform
Social reform begins with an orientation toward mission. God’s people look
outward toward the goal of sharing the impact of Christ’s life, death, and resurrection
with the rest of the world. Lovelace speaks about the deeper call of God upon the Church:
The problem with parish Christianity during its long existence is not that it
has failed to be organized strategically, but that it has seldom risen above
conformity to the world in its goals, methods and achievements.… Thus,
many Protestant churches have in effect become closed systems for the
nurture and servicing of the inheritors of a denominational tradition.…
The home missions work of the Second Awakening attacked evils within
the structure of society, promoting prison reform, temperance, peace,
and—with conspicuous success—the abolition of the slave trade and the
release of slaves … There was no dichotomy perceived between
evangelism and social concern. (148-50)
Deeper love for the Father necessarily leads to a deeper concern for both the spiritual and
social needs of God’s children. Interestingly, Hull observes that while “the First Great
Awakenings theology was focused on the sovereign action of God; the second move
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started to take on a more pragmatic and activist theology” (22). To some degree, then, the
Second Great Awakening brought an added depth of completion to the work of the first.
Deeper personal love for God resulted in greater corporate love for others. Lovelace
writes, “It is a clear lesson of history that there can be no effective social witness without
a revived church” (381). He continues to speak to the topic of social influence:
The remedy for lack of social concern among Christians is not less
spirituality but a complete and balanced piety, which recovers the
dynamics present in classical evangelicalism. Reformation grows out of
awakened spiritual interest, and spiritual renewal seldom persists long
without continuing reformation.… God has chosen to bless his church
with the fullness of the Holy Spirit on the condition of its moving toward
certain vital norms of health and witness. (52, 382)
Effective social witness depends on a revived church. Without an effective social witness,
the church is not revived. Hull writes, “The impact of God’s work spreads to all of
culture. It influences politics and society’s various institutions. It lifts the morality of
culture both in discourse and behavior” (32). Repeatedly in biblical and modern history,
revival brings social change. Duewel writes, “Through the newly revived hearts of
individuals, the church, government, and society experienced much-needed change” (49).
Some mission paradigms totally rule out social action. Evangelical thinking in the
Reformed tradition believes the Church can have a transforming impact on a secular
culture. Lovelace supports this perspective:
The classical evangelical position has been that a holistic witness to the
gospel includes evangelistic preaching directed toward the redemption of
individuals joined together with works of love and prophetic social action.
The church should neither withdraw from involvement in the structures of
society, nor try to dominate them in a Constantinian fashion, but should
operate as a transforming agent both in changing hearts and changing
structures. (386)
Effective social ministry is the natural outpouring of spiritual depth and vibrancy. The
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presence of social ministry is an authenticating mark springing from spiritual renewal.
The church can pursue social ministries without spiritual vibrancy, yet it is impossible for
a truly renewed faith to fail to reach toward the social needs of a secular culture. Jesus’
words, “The harvest is plentiful but the workers are few. Ask the Lord of the harvest,
therefore, to send out workers into his harvest field” (Matt. 9:37-38), are often quoted in
the context of evangelism. Matthew 9 is an expression of Great Commandment
faithfulness. Jesus ministry included healing, as well as preaching and teaching. The
word “compassion” is significant in this text. Matthew notes Jesus’ compassion was
stirred because the crowds “were harassed and helpless.” The crowd seemed to Jesus to
be abandoned and neglected, bullied and oppressed, ignorant and careless. To be moved
to compassion means to feel deep sympathy and suggests strong emotion. Compassion
reflects a depth of true concern always resulting in caring action. Jesus calls believers to
pray God will send out workers into a ready harvest. The word translated “send” could
just as easily be translated “thrust.” Jesus calls believers to pray God will thrust out
workers into the harvest in an attempt to meet the deep, multiple needs of a lost and
wayward culture.
Christians accept God’s call to embrace and articulated strategies of social
reformation and transformation. Many believers conclude from the New Testament that
the shortest route to social change is changing hearts through preaching the gospel and
making disciples through spiritual instruction. Lovelace believes this conclusion is
natural but wrong (387). In the New Testament Jesus comes bringing not only
forgiveness to the faithful but healing for the sick, bread for the hungry, sight for the
blind, and hearing for the deaf. If the Church had only Matthew 25:31-46 and the letter of
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James, it would have to conclude the New Testament is as uncompromisingly literal as
the Old in its demands for social justice. Lovelace continues to articulate this position:
We see that Christians are responsible to carry out a holistic ministry
which cares for people’s bodies as well as their souls and which seeks to
change structures as well as hearts. Under some circumstances it is
strategically impossible to effect radical social change without first
building up a body of believers to leaven a society with their influence. In
other circumstances, it is not only possible to bring about social healing at
the same time the gospel is preached, it becomes a necessary
demonstration validating that preaching. It is never the case that we have a
first priority to see that a man’s soul is saved, and then, if our funds hold
out, to do something for him socially and materially. Our responsibility is
to respond to him in love on every level, within the bounds of what is
possible and practicable. (388-89)
Caring for the spirit without simultaneously caring for the body is an incomplete gospel.
God calls his people, the Church, to live in authentic relationship. Shared spiritual life is
itself a compelling witness before the eyes of a watching world. The corporate life of the
people of God includes living, worshiping, learning, and growing together. Living
evidence of this life draws honest hope from out of the deep needs of a secular culture.
Lovelace continues to emphasize the importance of witness on surrounding context:
The evidence indicates that when Christians are quiet and passive about
either mores or issues of social justice transformation does not occur. The
implicit power to shape culture latent in a general awakening almost needs
political organization if Christians are to function as the salt of the earth to
inhibit cultural decay. (391)
The Old and New Testaments, the words of the prophets and of God’s Son, ring with a
clear call to care for body as well as soul, for physical needs along with spiritual.
Social Reform and Prayer
Social reform continues upon the strength of prayer. Persistent praying continues
as believers unite in Christ. Persistent praying is necessary because the Church is engaged
in mission against tremendous needs and odds. Luke reports prior to Pentecost, “They all
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joined together constantly in prayer” (Acts 1:14). When the mission of the early Church
faced a threatening demand to cease their witness, the apostles turned to prayer. A new
spiritual empowering confirmed their mission (Acts 4:1-31). The first missionary journey
from Antioch emerged from a prayer meeting (Acts 13:1-3). The connection between
mission and prayer is undeniable. The magnitude of the needs of local ministry drives
believers to prayer. Those who are praying about the needs of the culture, society, or
world awaken to the greatness of those needs and the size of the opportunity for the
church to meet them. Lovelace writes about the importance of prayer:
As we have seen, the Great Awakening was preceded by a period of
sterility in the life of Western Protestantism in which a few evangelical
leaders began to call for and organize prayer for a new Pentecost, an
outpouring of the Holy Spirit to carry the church forward at a pace which
would accomplish in decades works which had previously taken centuries.
Ask Evangelicals what the most essential condition of revival is, and they
are most likely to point to prayer. The old midweek prayer meetings for
revival has vanished from the programs of most churches or has been
transformed into Bible studies ending with minimal prayer. (152-53)
Prayer is central on a list of necessary factors prior to revival and flowing out of revival.
Fervent prayers inviting God’s Spirit to move with renewing strength are critically
important for the fire to keep burning, so the direction of revival will follow the path of
God’s leading. Lovelace continues to lift up the importance of a prayer strategy in the
work of revival, in regards to social reform:
The reason behind Satan’s fear, as well as the key to the critical
importance of prayer in spiritual renewal is twofold. First, the prayer of
faith is the instrument that releases the mighty acts of the risen Christ in
history. Second, prayer is one of the main agencies through which we are
brought to understand the mind of Christ toward our particular mission
and the work of the kingdom in general. Through the leading of the Spirit
in prayer, our intercession becomes one with the intercession of Christ,
our minds become attuned to his, and his concerns become ours. (156-57)
When our hearts beat with the Father’s, a depth of emotion will rise leading us to action.
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Lovelace writes about Christians participating in the work of social reform:
If modern Evangelical lay people pray at all about their vocational world,
they pray almost exclusively about their own responsibilities and the
conversion of their associates, seldom about the moral shape of the
corporation they work for. In contrast, the leaders of the Second
Awakening made cultural and social renewal the focus of concerts of
prayer at which information could be disseminated and concern aroused.
Our intercession must be extensive enough to sweep regularly across the
whole scene displayed by the news media like the revolving scanner on a
radarscope, discovering the presence of obstacles to the progress of the
kingdom of God. (393)
Prayers helping to birth a divine visitation of unusual power must continue as prayers for
clear guidance toward the deepest needs God seeks to address. God does not renew the
church for its own sake but for the sake of the world.
Concern for World Outreach
Without question, seasons of reviving have led to an increased heart for both the
spiritual and physical needs of the world. Revivals have birthed mission agencies and
have led many to lay down their lives and go to far reaches of God’s creation. Student
missions traces its roots to a New England haystack. The year 2006 represents the two
hundredth anniversary of missions launched out of a moment of deep prayer and
profound experience. David Bryant portrays this place and time by saying, “In 1806, six
students from Williams College in Massachusetts prayed together for world missions
under a New England haystack during an afternoon thunderstorm. God sent them forth
from there to fulfill their prayers by forming one of the first Protestant missionary
societies in North America” (D-300). A powerful experience of God always leads to a
passionate commitment to world mission. As Johannes Verkuyl notes, “From beginning
to end, the New Testament is a book of mission. It owes its very existence to the
missionary work of the early Christian churches” (A-58).
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When God comes in renewing strength into the life of his people, they end up
going out—to surrounding culture and to the ends of the earth. One of the best-known
examples of a work of missions to flow out of a season of revival comes from the
Moravian church. Colin Grant writes that, “Sixty years before [William] Carey set out for
India and 150 years before Hudson Taylor first landed in China, two men from the
Moravian Brethren landed on the West Indian island of St. Thomas (1732)” (B-73). One
hundred years of prayer held twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, led to what
may be the greatest missionary movement in modern history. During the twenty years
following, Moravian Brethren sent missionaries to Greenland, North America’s Indian
territories, South Africa, the Arctic, Sri Lanka, China, Persia, and beyond. In the first 150
years of its missionary endeavors, the Brethren sent out more than 2,100 of its members
into the world. Grant continues to write, “The source of its initial thrust came as a result
of a deep movement of God’s Spirit that had taken place among a small group of exiled
believers” (B-73).
Filled with the love of God, guided and empowered by what may be the greatest
persisting commitment to prayer history has ever known, the impact of this group of
believers has been extraordinary. Grant writes, “This surging zeal had as its prime
motivation a deep, ongoing passion and love for Christ” (B-74). God’s powerful
presence, joined to his people’s heartfelt response, moves the church out into a world so
loved by God. Robert Coleman gives support to this perspective when he writes, “A
purified church will be able to receive unhindered the power of the out-poured Spirit, and
thereby more boldly enter into the mission of Christ” (B-223). History can tell when God
has come near. It notices the number of those who determine to travel far.
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Conclusion
The Church experiences genuine debate over the origin and nature of revival.
Especially of interest to this classis at this moment in time is history’s analysis of
authenticating responses to revival. When God makes himself known to his people in
extraordinary ways, those people must continue to depend on the presence and power of
the Holy Spirit. Believers are called to make choices regarding how they respond to the
gift of his intensified presence. Believers consider and address issues of prayer,
leadership, and spiritual warfare as part of their desire to continue faithfully with what
God has graciously given. Personal devotion, ministry priorities, and ministry balance
become critical markers. Ministry to the city, attempts at reconciliation, and an emphasis
upon becoming personally involved in local needs and world evangelism are, at the same
time, choices made. A renewed Church depends on God’s person, presence, and power
while responding with head, heart and hands. Believers grow their knowledge, consider
the temperature of their hearts, and judge their faithfulness by the action of their hands.
In light of the historical outcomes consistently evidenced in authentic movements
of revival, Acts 1:8 has much to offer to the church. Each time God initiates revival, his
people receive the original and persisting assignment. In the end, genuine revival is about
loving God more deeply and loving others more purposefully, so God might fill the
longing hearts of his wayward children. Revival produces what Jesus called the Greatest
Commandment, with its second integral part intact. Revival stirs believers to love God
with heart, soul, mind, and strength, and to love their neighbor as themselves. The order
in which stirring and serving happens is important. Only as the Church loves God more
deeply will it end up loving the neediest of God’s children more honestly, and so more
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effectively. Acts 1:8 is a description of the results of revival. Revival, then, has two
separate and yet integrated parts: “You will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on
you” (Acts 1:8a), and “you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and
Samaria, and to the ends of the earth” (Acts 1:8b).
What happened as part of the Zeeland Classis, RCA Sacred Assembly was one
aspect of revival. We received into our corporate midst the presence of the Holy Spirit.
The power of the Spirit descended upon us. As important as the experience of sacred
assembly was, revival is more than power it includes transformation. The power of God
changes hearts and so redirects priorities. This project was an attempt to continue to work
with the Holy Spirit of God in guiding churches toward a response that will complete the
necessary second step for revival to be historically authentic.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
The problem this study sought to consider is whether patterns of response drawn
from historical periods of revival can help guide the ministry responses of a collective
group of congregations who have experienced a moment of powerful spiritual presence.
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the impact of an Acts 1:8 Initiative on
three participating churches drawn from the twenty-nine congregations of the Zeeland
Classis, Reformed Church in America, following their shared experience of spiritual
awakening at a corporate worship gathering held on 27 April 2003.
Research Questions
This dissertation sought to address the following two questions.
Research Question 1
What was the impact of the Acts 1:8 Initiative on the leadership teams from the
participating churches?
While Acts 1:8 is a well-known and much-loved verse of Scripture, the ministry
paradigm being proposed by the Initiative was expected to be somewhat different from
the usual or typical interpretation. One of the goals of the project was to test the
understanding of Acts 1:8 in classis and in the lives of its churches and leaders. Would
the suggested ministry paradigm stand up to six months of scrutiny on multiple levels
within the life of the church? Would church pastors and leaders become more and more
convinced of the interpretive design, or would the framework begin to show cracks and
weaknesses? Would the ministry design make more and more sense and, therefore, gain
credibility and influence, or was it clever and unique but lacking transformational
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substance? The goal of the Research Question was to test the interpretive design of Acts
1:8 laid out in this paper and in the life of this classis. A variety of instruments were used
to gather data so that the Research Question could be answered. Church Strategy Teams
made verbal reports during each summit and produced written reports between summits.
Comments made during the large group portion of each summit were recorded and
documented. A semi-structured interview was conducted with the pastor and the Strategy
Team of each participating church approximately nine months after completion of the
Initiative.
Research Question 2
What aspects of the Initiative did the members of the leadership teams consider to
be the strengths and weaknesses of the Initiative?
The second Research Question follows closely on the heels of the first. If the
Initiative was convincing and compelling, what were the pieces and aspects of its design
most, and least, helpful. Especially in terms of Research Question 2, the semi-structured
interviewed proved to be most helpful. Church reports and large group notes, gathered
and received during the summits, were used to supplement the semi-structured interview
questions. Members of each Church Strategy Team participated in semi-structured
interview. The data sources helped to evaluate the best ways to assist additional future
churches toward making a similar and substantive shift toward the Acts 1:8 interpretive
design.
Population and Sample
The population for this study was the twenty-nine congregations of the Zeeland
Classis, RCA. An invitation to participate went to all classis churches, and included
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resources explaining the context and opportunity of the Acts 1:8 Initiative. Three selfselecting congregations formed the basis of the study. Several churches expressed support
for an Acts 1:8 emphasis but thought they were not able to participate in the Initiative
based on some of the decisions reached regarding times and format. Some churches
indicated they were already involved in long-range planning, making participation in the
Initiative difficult. Participating churches appointed Strategy Teams that included the
senior pastor, persons on staff, those in formal and informal leadership roles, and
members of the congregation.
Implementation of the Acts 1:8 Initiative
The following leadership strategies were implemented in the Initiative.
Prayer
Persisting prayer plays such a vital role in all times and aspects of revival. For this
reason, focused prayer occurred during the Acts 1:8 Initiative. The Initiative guided
participating churches in how to be active in prayer. Members of these congregations
supported their own and their sister churches as they participated in this evaluative and
planning process. Intercessors were engaged to hold the entire Initiative process before
God in prayer, both onsite during the summits and throughout the length of the project.
Ministries Listing
Churches were asked to evaluate their present ministry efforts according to their
understanding of and commitment to the four ministry domains found in Acts 1:8
(Appendix B; Measurement Tool—1). Churches were asked to list ways they were
personally and directly involved in meeting the needs of Holland, Michigan (Jerusalem),
and Western Michigan (Judea) (Appendix B; Measurement Tool—2). They were asked to
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list ways they were personally involved in ministries related to reconciliation (Samaria)
and to world missions (ends of the earth) (Appendix B; Measurement Tool—2). The use
of an evaluative tool helped each participating church establish an evaluative base line for
their present ministry efforts, for considering those programs and efforts in light of the
Initiative’s Acts 1:8 teaching. The data was used for discussion and not for evaluative
purposes.
Ministry Partnerships
Ministry partnerships formed with persons, ministries, and agencies whose focus
was consistent with Acts 1:8. The primary vehicle for establishing these partnerships was
a series of Acts 1:8 Initiative summits. Teams from the participating churches committed
themselves to six four-hour planning sessions over a six-month period. Summits were
held on 17 September, 22 October, and 12 November 2006, and 7 January, 11 February,
and 11 March 2007. The first and the final summits were organized to provide
introductory material and concluding evaluations.
The four central summits were designed so representatives from area ministries
and agencies could be on hand in a presenting and consulting role. Through each summit,
individual church teams learned of ministry needs and received information about how
their churches could be a part of meeting needs in each of the Acts 1:8 ministry areas.
Consultants guided church teams toward a clearer understanding of the needs and
ministry opportunities in the city of Holland and the countryside of Western Michigan.
Consultants guided church teams to understand the importance of reconciliation.
Teaching focused on efforts at reconciliation in places evidencing racial or ethnic
inequality or discrimination. However, teaching was not limited to racial or ethnic
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expressions. Reconciliation is also often needed between individuals, within families,
between churches, and between denominations. Consultants guided church teams to
understand with greater clarity the needs and opportunities for individuals not only to
support mission but to become missionaries. The overarching goal was to assist
congregations toward awareness of available ministry partnerships and possibilities that
fit an Acts 1:8 paradigm. Each set of consultants were experts in terms of the needs and
opportunities of each of these ministry domains and dimensions. The goal was for
churches to establish continuing relationships with these consultants, who could provide
ongoing support and insight as ministry plans continued to evolve.
Regular Reporting
As classis minister, I report at all regular stated sessions of the Zeeland Classis.
Part of each report (October 2005 and March 2006) was used to communicate the
progress of the Initiative.
Relational Promotion
As classis minister, I sought to communicate consistently the vision and goals of
the Acts1:8 Initiative through ongoing relationship channels. I utilized phone calls, faceto-face conversations with individuals, and opportunities to share with church staffs,
leadership boards, and through preaching opportunities.
Vision Branding
A logo reflecting the ministry priorities of Acts 1:8 was designed and used in the
classis. Individual churches were encouraged to adopt the logo for their print materials.
Video Production
A short video was produced to help explain the goals of the Initiative. We
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distributed the video to churches prior to the launch of the Initiative. The video was used
during Summit 1 as a means of presenting and establishing our targeted understanding of
ministry efforts based on an Acts 1:8 design.
Infrastructure Alignment
The Acts 1:8 Initiative included discussions about whether or not our classis
structure should modify to reflect the ministry priorities of Acts 1:8.
Board Participation
I was invited, in part because of an emerging awareness about our Acts 1:8
Initiative, to become a member of the Board of Good Samaritan Ministries. Good
Samaritan is a nationally recognized, locally based parachurch organization that
facilitates social ministry by creating partnerships between needs and congregations.
Summit Invitations
The Acts 1:8 Initiative was launched through a letter to all twenty-nine Zeeland
Classis churches. The letter invited classis churches to participate in a series of summits
to help them address the classis’ understanding of the meaning of Acts 1:8 for our shared
ministry context. The vision regarding Acts 1:8 emerged because of a shared journey that
included a Biblical Sacred Assembly held in Grand Rapids, Michigan, on 27 April 2003.
Summit Structure
Dates, location, times, and summit formats were carefully outlined. Summits were
set approximately one month apart, so Church Strategy Teams would be able to meet
together between summits, report to their consistories, share with their congregations, and
complete assignments were part of those outlined expectations. With one exception,
summits were approximately one month apart. The summit schedule insured momentum
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would not be lost in the process. Summits were divided into three parts. Strategy Teams
met for teaching, discerning, and sharing. All summits began with Scripture, prayer, and
worship. Intercessory prayer under girded all summits.
Consultants presented new learning, based on Acts 1:8, to Strategy Teams at each
Summit. Teams were given time to reflect on their congregation’s ministries in light of
the teaching presented. Teams were invited to share their initial insights and their
emerging convictions and ideas with the larger group for the purpose of intentional
accountability. Summit 1 was comprised of introductory material and addressed the issue
of how we understood Acts 1:8 in our shared ministry context. Summit 2 considered
ministry in the city (Jerusalem). Summit 3 addressed ministry in the countryside (Judea).
Summit 4 dealt with the importance of and need for various kinds of relational
reconciliation (Samaria). Summit 5 spoke into the task of world missions (ends of the
earth). Summit 6 was established as a time to share insights and plans that had emerged
through the Initiative process, to pray and to celebrate both the journey completed and the
work set to begin.
Resource Consultants
Consultants were invited to each Summit who could speak with depth of
knowledge about each of the identified ministry domains as found in Acts 1:8. These
individuals brought exceptional teaching into the Acts 1:8 Initiative process. Janet
DeYoung, Executive Director of Good Samaritan Ministries in Holland, was the resource
consultant for Summit 2. Jay Peters, on behalf of the West Michigan Strategic Alliance,
was the resource consultant for Summit 3 as teams considered both the spiritual and
regional needs of Western Michigan. Bing Goi, an Asian-American church, business, and
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community leader was one of the resource consultants for Summit 4 dealing with
reconciliation. Rev. David May, a noted and recognized African-American church and
community leader, joined Bing. The Rev. Barbara Yandell, a Missions Advocate and a
member of Zeeland Classis, was the consultant for Summit 5 as teams considered
Christ’s call to reach all people groups with the gospel. The Initiative engaged gifted,
experienced, and articulate presenters as the group moved through the steps and stages of
the Acts 1:8 Initiative.
Summit Expectations
Churches received information regarding summit expectations. Strategy Teams would
attend all six Summits. Teams were expected to meet at least once between summits so
they could continue to process their learning and develop their sense of call. Verbal
and/or written reports were to be made each month to consistories and congregations,
which meant communicating to leaders and members. A written report was prepared and
submitted following each summit, for use during the group discussion section of each
subsequent Summit. A written report was required so that participating Strategy Teams
could assist each other in their understanding of ministry options available to each church
in keeping with the teaching from Acts 1:8. These expectations were repeated at each
Summit and presented to senior pastors as part of regular monthly follow up coaching
sessions.
Summit Goals
Churches were informed the goal of the Acts 1:8 Initiative was for churches to
understand Acts 1:8 with greater depth and clarity, in our ministry context, so that church
leaders could guide their congregations deeper into a ministry paradigm consistent with
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historical patterns of revival. These expectations and goals were shared at each Summit
and revisited monthly through face-to-face visits or phone coaching sessions. An
expectation was for Strategy Teams to report to leadership boards and whole
congregations, so the work of a few could begin to flow into the lives and understanding
of other leaders and members.
The Summits Described
Summit 1 focused on creating a new understanding. The brief video helped
establish the foundational platform of the summit journey. Summit 1 accomplished its
primary goal. Many Christians understand Acts 1:8 as linear. Based on this interpretive
design, churches minister first closest to home, or in Jerusalem. Ministry only then
gradually moves outward or forward to Judea, Samaria, and the world. To change
paradigms is challenging work. During Summit 1, a mental shift happened in the
perspective of the participants. Acts 1:8 is more about simultaneous areas of ministry
opportunity and responsibility than it is about sequential ministry opportunity and
responsibility. My expectation was that our churches would exhibit a greater strength in,
and preference for, ministry in the countryside of Judea and the mission context of the
world. My initial expectation was that our churches would exhibit some level of
weakness in, and reluctance to engage, ministry in the city and in regards to a call for
active reconciliation. These expectations were confirmed through the summit process.
Summit 2 focused on the needs of the city of Holland. All three churches teams
attended. New team members were present, though total numbers in attendance was
consistent. Janet DeYoung, Director of Good Samaritan Ministries, addressed the needs
of the city of Holland and the opportunities present for churches to help address those
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needs. Church Strategy Teams were given an opportunity to reflect on the presented
materials. Large group sharing followed individual church discussions. Each church’s
journey to move more deeply into a new paradigm was unique. All three churches began
to wrestle genuinely with a new understanding of Acts 1:8 and with how to apply that
new understanding into the context of their ministries in terms of Jerusalem, or Holland.
Summit 3 focused on the needs of Western Michigan. In June 2000 a diverse
group of community leaders launched the West Michigan Strategic Alliance. The
Alliance sought to be a catalyst in encouraging cooperation and collaboration among
businesses, institutions, and governmental units of the greater Grand Rapids, Muskegon
and Holland areas. Interestingly, Jay Peters indicated that the hardest group to engage in
this project was the church. The Alliance sought to understand our region in the light of
greater geopolitical realities. The Alliance ultimately referred to our region as the West
Michigan Metro Tri-plex.
All of the congregations of our classis, except one, are within this geographical
triangle. The West Michigan area represents a population of more than 1.3 million. Out
of eleven regions within the upper Midwest, the West Michigan Tri-plex has been the
fastest growing region of 1.0 million or more for thirty straight years. In addition, the
goods and services found within the region provide core support for another 1.0 million
people living outside of the defined geographical triangle that extends between
Muskegon, Grand Rapids, and Holland.
The data and conclusions of an exhaustive, comprehensive, and unprecedented
study have clear impact upon churches that want to be in ministry in a regional way
(Judea). The study considered, from out of a still broader list, geopolitical trends,
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environmental developments, local economies, educational needs, medical resources,
land use demographics, transportation demands, and governance infrastructures. Summit
3 impacted the group’s broad understanding of what it meant to be in ministry in this area
in terms of both spiritual and regional needs. The teaching challenged the group to
become involved in issues that affect regions. In Christ’s name, the goal became to have
impact in areas such as government, economy, housing, transportation, employment,
education, and environment. Jay Peters guided the group toward a growing sense of the
breadth of the broad based ministry needs and opportunities represented within our Judea.
Summit 4 focused on the needs of reconciliation. Led by two persons of color,
one Asian-American and the other African-American, the group grew in their
understanding of the needs and realities of racism, discrimination, and injustice.
Participants heard that reconciliation begins with repentance. Ministry in Samaria
requires purposeful self-examination. Samaria is often about ministry in the midst of
people we do not like, and requires that we face aspects of ourselves and our history we
do not want to acknowledge or address. History is full of missed opportunities and
unfortunate attempts.
Bing Goi stated addressing the issue of reconciliation is like picking at a scab. To
address the issue often creates new bleeding. Ministry in this arena is more about
listening than speaking, more about engaging new relationships that will help undermine
old and longstanding hurts. Ministry in this area requires an honest acknowledgement
that we are capable of a haughty spirit, one that deeply bruises others. It became clear to
the group that ministry in Samaria is not comfortable, and yet is absolutely necessary.
Reconciliation is difficult to engage, and almost always includes self-examination and
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intentional proactive decisions. For the first time during the Initiative, the individual
church time was spent in the large group format. Strategy Teams felt this would be a
better use of summit time, as all churches were experiencing similar reactions and
convictions coming out of the teaching portion of the summit.
Summit 5 focused on the place of world mission within the priorities and work of
the church. Rev. Barbara Yandell did an excellent job of presenting a broad, rich, and
grounded foundation for the priority of world evangelism. The group was reminded that
God’s covenant with Abraham included a global context. Individual church team time
was again spent in the large group format. The group agreed that world missions
must receive a more central place in local church ministries. Barbara quoted John Piper to
say that worship is ultimate, to explain that mission exists where worship does not.
Worship is the fuel for missions, which ends again in worship. A weak commitment to
missions is often a reflection of a compromised commitment to worship. A compromised
commitment to worship indicates a diminished understanding of, sense of, and
commitment to, the awesome greatness of God.
Amazing possibilities exist today. In Jesus’ day the Pax Romana created a farreaching peace and security. Today, geopolitical boundaries have fallen in similar ways at
the start of our 21st century. English is a shared trade language. In Jesus’ day Koine
Greek served the same purpose. Globalization is a reality, and technology is the (Roman)
road upon which the world travels. National borders cannot limit satellite transmission of
the gospel. Global doors have opened through natural (hurricanes) and human made
disasters (AIDS). In the midst of so much need and opportunity, 1 percent of church
resources are committed annually toward reaching unreached people groups.
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In the end, the group was strengthened in its understanding that missions is not an
“add on,” but is rather a core aspect of genuine faithfulness to a persisting assignment. In
addition, the group was encouraged to make deep commitments to fewer locations rather
than to sample broadly and have a lesser impact on any one area or people group. The
group determined to be more purposeful about making world mission a priority. Such
efforts would include intentional training and education, purposeful collaborating, and
active discipleship through ongoing mission trip opportunities. The group agreed that it
takes effort to move our congregations more deeply back toward a world missional heart.
Summit 6 became a shared time of discussion, discernment, and planning. Going
into the final summit, my goal was to help churches establish at least one goal in each of
the Acts 1:8 ministry domains, and to begin to address needed strategies to accomplish
those goals. Members of Church Strategy Teams shared that they did not believe this was
a realistic expectation at this time. By the close of the final Summit, each church had
identified next steps that represented purposeful movement toward ministry that was
increasingly consistent with priorities of Acts 1:8 for their context.
Instrumentation
The Acts 1:8 Initiative design included various ways to collect data. Each Church
Strategy Team reported to the combined group of Teams and team members at each
Summit. Team reflections immediately following summit teaching were reviewed by the
large group and recorded. In addition, each Church Team was asked to submit a written
report at each summit. These reports represented the ongoing work of reflecting on
summit teaching and ongoing work toward developing and implementing the various
aspects of an Acts 1:8 ministry in each local context. A semi-structured interview (see
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Appendix C) was developed and conducted with Senior Pastors and participating
members of each Church Strategy Team following the Summits. All questions attempted
to address the two Research Questions and were designed to generate responses
concerning individual and group expectations for the Summits, and the understanding of
Acts 1:8 that had been brought into the Initiative process. Questions were posed to gain
insight into the overall impact of the summits, and in particular those specific strategies
used by the summit process that had the greatest impact. Questions also addressed the
content and skill of each presenter.
Data Collection
Team reflections were captured on newsprint during shared team sessions, and
then transcribed into meeting minutes. Notes from each large group session were
distributed to teams and their members. Written reports from church strategy teams were
submitted at the large group portion of each summit, and reviewed by the group at that
time. Semi-structured interviews were conducted on site in each church. The Harlem
interview was conducted on 18 December 2006. The Peace interview occurred on 3
January 2007 and the Faith interview on 10 January 2007. Copies of questions used were
presented in written form to those being interviewed. Notes were taken as the interviews
progressed. All persons interviewed were invited to submit written responses in addition
to answering questions verbally. Two members of the Harlem team submitted written
comments.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the impact of the Acts 1:8 Initiative on
the leadership teams of the participating churches and to consider which aspects of the
Initiative had the greatest impact on those leadership teams. The chapter begins with a
profile of each of the three self-selecting participating churches. Consideration is then
given to a discussion of the impact of the Initiative on each team and congregation.
Finally, a description and summary of the overall and shared impact of the Initiative will
be provided.
Church Profiles
Three churches self-selected to participate in the Acts 1:8 Initiative. The following
gives a brief description of those churches and their Strategy Team members. Team
members gave verbal permission to use their names and comments, and participants
reviewed and approved the writing about their congregations and Initiative experience.
Faith Reformed Church
Faith Reformed Church celebrated its fiftieth anniversary in 2004. The church’s
first morning service on 15 November 1953 attracted 147 persons to worship and 152
persons to Sunday school. Interestingly, evening worship the first Sunday drew an even
higher 175 persons. The congregation has enjoyed longer term pastorates, and for a
period of time in the late 1990s Faith was the largest congregation in Zeeland Classis.
Today, Faith is home to 813 adult members (adults who have made confession of their
faith and have been baptized), 388 baptized members (baptized children of confessing
members), and thirty-four persons regularly participating in worship and programming
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outside of any kind of official church membership (1,235). The church averages 780
persons weekly in their two morning worship services. Over a nearly forty-year period,
the church was led by four senior pastors, and so has experienced a significant stability
for most of its organized life. The congregation also has a long history of employing
multiple ordained staff. A number of those associate pastors, having gained ministry
experience at Faith, have gone on to senior pastor positions in other churches. The
congregation has evidenced a firm commitment to the core city of Zeeland and has a long
history of excellence in youth programming. The congregation’s first worship facility
was launched on 26 July 1957 and completed in May 1958. The church has since added
twice to its facilities. The first addition was undertaken already in 1963, with a second
and more aggressive building campaign occurring in 2002. A second and uniquely styled
worship service was added in 2003.
Members of the Faith Church Strategy Team included Senior Pastor Jonathan
Elgersma, who arrived in 2001, and Elders Jim Schoettle and Steve Isenga. Jonathan is
36 and Faith is his first church following graduation from seminary. Steve Isenga is 46,
has lived in Zeeland, and been in the Faith congregation, his entire life. Steve is selfemployed, the owner of a company called Marvel Machine. Jim Schoettle is a
“preacher’s kid” and so has lived in a variety of community and church settings during
his lifetime. Jim is 57 and arrived at Faith twenty-one years ago. He works as a principal
in a local elementary school. Each of these lay leaders has evidenced a long-term
commitment to Faith Church. Jim and Steve have also been involved in the life of the
Zeeland Classis at its meetings and as part of its ongoing work through committees.
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Harlem Reformed Church
Harlem Reformed Church celebrated its centennial anniversary in 2004. The
congregation was established when a proposed relocation of the West Olive Christian
Reformed Church met with dissention and disagreement within the membership of the
church. Initially, representatives of the Holland Classis of the Reformed Church, the body
eventually establishing our Zeeland Classis, met on 14 June 1904 with twenty-six adult
members. On 16 September 1904 the congregation received its first nine new members.
Despite the departure of several of the original members back to the West Olive Church,
the congregation was able to maintain its independence and its ministry.
Harlem represents a far different picture than Faith. Today, Harlem is the near
north side of Holland. In 1904, those same ten miles represented a far greater distance. In
fact, despite its closer proximity to Holland, in 1953 Harlem was included in those
churches which formed the newly established Zeeland Classis. Zeeland Classis churches
were primarily rural farming congregations, as compared to the remaining churches
located in Holland’s core city.
Harlem’s first installed pastor arrived in 1914. For ten years seminary students
from Western Theological Seminary in Holland led worship. At a separate time, from
1928-1937, the church was again without a senior pastor. During these years, Holland
Classis raised questions about the congregation’s financial viability. The work of a
summer seminary intern in 1936 helped the church turn a pivotal corner in its history.
Within a matter of weeks, twenty-five persons made confession of their faith. By July
1937 the church welcomed its next pastor who served during the years of the Great
Depression. During these same years of pastoral leadership a 1941 fire completely
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destroyed the congregation’s facilities. Members were thankful their rebuilding efforts
took place just prior to World War II, during which time the cost of materials tripled.
During these six years, sixty new members joined Harlem and the congregation’s life and
ministry was firmly established.
From 1943-1983 the church grew slowly but consistently. Until 1942 the
congregation consisted entirely of farmers. Due to a changing economic landscape, by
1954, nearly every family had someone working away from home in an area factory.
Two senior pastors served the church from 1983 until today. As with Faith
Church, pastoral longevity produced significant stability. The area around the church
continues to change, though it remains primarily a rural setting. The congregation enjoys
a long and strong commitment to missions. Multiple worship services have been held
since 2001, and expanded facilities were built in 1962, 1990, and 2004. Today, Harlem is
home to 294 adult members, 132 baptized members, and sixty-five persons regularly
participating in worship and programming outside of official membership (491). The
church averages 325 persons weekly in their two morning worship services.
Members of the Harlem Church Strategy Team included Senior Pastor John
Nyitray, age 50, who arrived in 1992, along with Elder Randy Westrate and Elder Dan
Haight. John is the son of a pastor and served a congregation in New Jersey prior to
arriving in Michigan. Randy has been at Harlem for more than twenty years, having
served as a Deacon and as an Elder. Presently, Randy is working within the church in the
area of Body Life and Fellowship, and his wife Hilda is on ministry staff as Church
Administrator. Randy works for a local electrical company. Dan Haight was raised
primarily by a grandmother who was a member at Harlem. Dan married a young woman
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from Harlem but then left the church for a number of years. Dan returned to Harlem
about ten years ago, in some ways primarily to bring his grandmother to church. When he
and wife Pam made a decision to adopt their daughter Leah four years ago, Dan
determined to make his profession of faith. Dan was recently elected to consistory as an
Elder. He contributes to children’s ministry at Harlem and is on the prayer team. Dan is
an Electrical Controls Engineer.
Peace Reformed Church
Peace Reformed Church celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary in 2004. The
congregation launched on the south side of Zeeland as part of denominational efforts
within the Reformed Church in America to plant new congregations during the late
1970s. Interestingly, most of the residential growth in Zeeland was on the north side of
the city when Peace was founded. Much of the city’s growth during the past ten years,
however, has been to the south, and Peace finds itself very centered in the local region.
Peace is home to 195 adult members, 95 baptized members, and eleven persons regularly
participating in worship and programming outside of official church membership (301).
The church averages 280 persons weekly in its morning worship service.
Members of the Peace Church Strategy Team included Senior Pastor John Ornee,
age 56, who arrived in 1995, along with Deacon Rick Wissink and Elders Jim Deur and
Tim Sweet. Rick Wissink has been a member at Peace since 1982 and is primarily
involved in the congregation’s long-standing commitment to ministry in the Ottawa
County Jail system. Rick works in janitorial services at Hope College in Holland,
Michigan. Jim Deur arrived at Peace some twenty-five years ago, soon after the church
was organized, and has served in a variety of leadership capacities over the years. Tim
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Sweet has been back at Peace for three years. Tim and family were at Peace for twelve to
thirteen years a number of years ago.
Consideration of Research Questions
This dissertation sought to address the following two questions.
Research Question 1
What was the impact of the Acts 1:8 Initiative on the leadership teams from the
participating churches?
Research Question 2
What aspects of the Initiative did the members of the leadership teams consider to
be the strengths and weaknesses of the Initiative?
Faith Reformed Church
Faith’s Strategy Team was positive about the impact of the Acts 1:8 Initiative.
The teaching portions of the summits challenged their understanding of Acts 1:8 in ways
which made them reflect and grow. The greatest impact of the summits was the
confirmation of a growing sense of direction already emerging within the life of the
congregation. The team sensed a significant consistency among the goals of their local
congregation, the emerging goals of our cluster of Zeeland Classis congregations, the
priorities of our broader regional synod, and the ten-year goal of our denomination.
Jonathan Elgersma commented, “There is a hopeful, encouraging similarity of the Spirit’s
moving at multiple levels of the Reformed Church.”
A sense of confirmation helped give these leaders confidence they were
accurately hearing God’s voice in their midst. Faith’s team experienced conviction about
ministry to Holland, our largest local city. In particular they began to engage actively in
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the work and ministry done by the Holland Rescue Mission. Faith’s team affirmed a
regional ministry (Judea) broader than specifically meeting spiritual needs and extending
to items such as housing, transportation, jobs, and access to medical care. As a result,
Faith has made a firm commitment to City on a Hill Ministries (COAHM), which has
assumed control of the facilities previously housing the Zeeland Community Hospital.
COAHM has brought a variety of ministries and need-meeting organizations under one
roof. Faith’s facilities are immediately next door to COAHM, and the congregation has
begun to become purposefully involved in the needs and opportunities of an emerging
ministry concept. Jonathan commented, “The change from the Zeeland Hospital to
COAHM has created some tensions in the neighborhood. As the church directly across
the street, we have a reconciling, Samaria role to play.”
Members of the team kept using the word “validation” to indicate the affirmation
they were experiencing when they considered their pre-summit discussions and planning
in light of new learning and shared discussions during the summits. Participation in the
summits reinforced leadership’s commitment to a second and uniquely designed worship
service, as the church pursued becoming outward focused and outsider driven. Jim
Schoettle observed, “The development of our second service was impacted by our
summit participation.”
In response to the Initiative, Faith has actively pursued an involvement in Head
Start, a program for at-risk children. Due to the teaching of the summits around the topic
of reconciliation (Samaria), Jonathan personally engaged a very difficult relationship due
to a deepening understanding reconciliation was at the heart of our common assignment
in Jesus’ name. Seeds of the Initiative influenced decisions to engage the congregation in
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scriptural reading, in the development of a comprehensive Christian Education plan, and
a reworking of the structure of pastoral care within the life of the church.
Members of Faith’s Team indicated the teaching portions of the summits were
excellent, and they benefited from group discussion. Team members were stimulated and
impacted by the interaction between church teams and recommitted themselves to
partnering in ministry with other congregations as often as possible in the future. The
team indicated the kinds of discussions and topics being considered should be more and
more at the heart of how we live together as a connectional cluster of congregations and
wondered aloud why our shared classis meetings were so much about business and so
little about this kind of dialogue and discernment. Individuals expressed regret more
people and additional churches had not engaged the summit process.
The team indicated the greatest impact on Faith came from realizing Jesus left the
church not only an assignment but also a template for pursuing and evaluating ministry
opportunities and priorities. The teaching left an impression on those attending, yet
members indicated a difficulty in moving quickly from a significant paradigm shift to a
specific action plan. Members of the team indicated it would strengthen the process by
actively assisting churches in their movement from teaching to implementation. The team
suggested a more thorough, and perhaps a more extended, implementation process to help
churches continue to engage and integrate the Acts 1:8 ministry design in their local
setting. Steve Isenga observed, “There is a gulf between ‘getting it,’ and ‘doing it.’ We
would have been helped by more of an implementation process.”
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Harlem Reformed Church
Members of the Harlem Strategy Team indicated the summits were well
organized and intentionally purposeful. Team members confirmed the time together was
aimed toward understanding, conviction, and action. Each member of the team indicated
the large group teaching was excellent and stimulating. Dan Haight commented, “Each
speaker presented an important piece of the overall puzzle.” John Nyitray observed, “The
sessions tied together well.” Team members indicated large group reporting and sharing
was helpful. John noted the whole process gave direction and made participants think and
reflect from a new perspective, and then stated,
I especially appreciated the great combination of informative inspiring
content and practical application opportunities. The way the summits
combined information, education, evaluation and planning times, and
practical application was helpful. There is an increased awareness that our
church should be evaluating our outreach efforts using the arenas listed in
Acts 1:8.
The group indicated the interpretive understanding of Acts 1:8 made more and more
sense to them as the summits progressed. A ministry design including the city, the region,
reconciliation, and the world was tested and held greater and greater influence within the
group as the summits progressed. Several specific action steps have taken place in the life
of Harlem Church as a result. Harlem pursued a mentoring and tutoring ministry to a
local elementary school (Kids Hope) based on the impact of the summits on these
leaders.
Harlem leaders affirmed the conviction that churches pursuing an Acts 1:8
ministry look to meet the spiritual and broader life needs of their local community. A
Vacation Bible School (VBS) for Hispanic migrant workers who arrive in the area to
work on local farms in the summer months will launch in 2007. As Harlem explored the
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idea, they learned the resident Hispanic population is not always open or cordial to the
migrant Hispanic population. As a result, viable worship options are not always for those
who live temporarily in the area. The goal eventually is to hold one bilingual summer
VBS. Reconciliation means replacing bruises with blessings, and Harlem’s leaders
articulated their dissatisfaction to hold VBS sessions for “our kids” and then for “those
kids” over an extended period of time. Another goal is to assist the migrant Hispanic
population to organize worship opportunities not currently available. Conversations are
ongoing about what it would take to integrate this additional worship event into existing
programming. The church has increased its commitment to the Holland Rescue Mission
and continues to pursue conversations about ministry in the Ottawa County Jail system.
Each of these emerging ministry efforts connected back to the Acts 1:8 Initiative. Finally,
Dan mentioned an added benefit when he stated, “I think that one of the primary
strengths of the Acts 1:8 Initiative is that it gave us an opportunity to become united [as
churches].”
Members of the team indicated their belief the ministry domains of Acts 1:8 often
overlapped. For Harlem, to minister in their local community today means ministering to
a people group who have been hurt and bruised (Hispanic) and who are clearly in need of
efforts at reconciliation. Ministry in Judea, for Harlem, means ministry consistent with
Samaria and includes the world. John commented he had come to see all four aspects of
an Acts 1:8 ministry are available within one square mile of their primary location and
wondered if the same were true for most churches. In addition, an area church currently
struggling has asked Harlem to consider a merger. Potential challenges exist in relation to
the idea, yet the whole concept of reconciliation has become a guiding part of these
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discussions. Members of the Harlem team indicated the process gave good direction; was
aimed at an outcome; and made them think.
One of the members shared Acts 1:8 is now an emerging ministry grid or template
at leadership board meetings. Acts 1:8 is now part of their evaluative vocabulary. The
clarity of the teaching and the persuasiveness of Acts 1:8 as a ministry model have
guided the church in its strategic planning and goals. At the same time, while this small
number of leaders and members were having their eyes and hearts opened, the team felt
they lacked enough persons from their congregation and leadership teams to make even
greater and more significant shifts quickly or easily.
The Harlem Team agreed with the Faith Team a lack of deeper, broader
participation hindered the process both at and between summits. The Harlem Team is
considering holding a summit series of their own within the congregation to help move an
Acts 1:8 vision of ministry forward in their shared life. The Harlem Team agreed with the
Faith Team it would have been helpful to focus first on learning, then to receive
assistance separately in terms of implementation. John observed, “Each topic could have
used another summit to re-engage an arena of ministry and interact with area churches.”
While an understanding of Acts 1:8 had not changed, at the same time, the Initiative
provided a significant and compelling paradigm shift. Paradigm shifts, they commented,
most often take time to implement.
Peace Reformed Church
Members of the Peace Strategy Team indicated the overall concept and design of
the Initiative was excellent. Presenters were skilled and well chosen. John indicated one
of the greater impacts of the summits was the idea of Samaria representing ministries of
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reconciliation. He commented, “Samaria as reconciliation was the most striking part of
the Initiative. I don’t believe the classis has grasped this concept, that a huge part of the
gospel is going out, understanding culture, understanding personal histories, and bringing
healing.” The concept of the gospel addressing personal and cultural hurt was
transforming. The gospel necessarily heals hurts and relationships wherever it goes. Jim
indicated the teaching portions got him thinking about ministry differently than he ever
had before. The teaching did not include new insights so much as providing an integrated
perspective. Diverse ministry principles were grounded and integrated in one
comprehensive and yet succinct biblical verse.
Rick, who is passionately involved in jail ministry, indicated the idea of ministry
in Samaria further fueled his commitment to working with those whose lives are so
broken and estranged. Rick was further invigorated to realize jail ministry encompasses
so much ministry diversity. Rick’s passion for this expression of ministry allows him to
touch so many regions and cultures as outlined in Acts 1:8. He stated, “Again, we need to
reach out to others more than having others come here to us.” In addition, Peace is in
close proximity to two mobile home parks and an apartment complex. The needs of these
places began to weigh more heavily on the Peace Team as reflecting ministry in Judea,
and potentially in the arena of reconciliation, or Samaria.
The Peace team commented the biggest disappointment in the summit journey
was the small number of persons participating both from Peace and from within the
greater body of Zeeland Classis congregations. The summit process challenged inward
focus and thinking, and certainly encouraged shared ministry efforts with other
congregations. John indicated his desire for a more developed congregational team
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appointed and oriented prior to the Initiative. He commented, “A more designated team
should have been appointed.” Peace offered a general invitation to its leaders to attend
and in the end did not develop a team to move each month’s teaching to a deeper and
more developed level. Tim indicated the Saturday schedule was initially an obstacle for
him, and then quickly stated the material was well worth the sacrifice.
The Peace Team agreed the teaching brought about a significant change in
perspective. At the same time, the Team stated it was difficult to allow this new thinking
to soak in while also moving toward specific action planning. Peace members indicated
they would have benefited from a pre-summit orientation and from an intentional followup process to help them move further into implementation. John shared he had not given
sufficient leadership to the between-summit work, which limited the initial outcomes of
Peace’s experience. In the end, no one at Peace was “championing” efforts to move from
teaching to action. The Team believed summit participation planted many seeds but could
not point to any specific ministry plans that were a direct result of summit participation.
Summarizing the Impact
Beyond specific and individual impacts, Teams agreed on the significance and
impact of the Acts 1:8 Initiative. Leaders agreed their basic understanding of Acts 1:8 did
not radically change, yet the teaching portions of the summits provided significant
material to absorb, process, and consider. The result was the Initiative provided
participants with an added framework for using Acts 1:8 to consider and evaluate present
ministries. It also gave churches a clear and compelling evaluative tool in terms of how
new ministries would be considered in the future. The Initiative impacted all leadership
teams in terms of their understanding of what Acts 1:8 teaches and implies for ministry.
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The summit experience left each church with a deeper sense of Jesus’ assignment and a
template for evaluation regarding efforts to achieve the assignment.
The group was in strong agreement the vision of the Initiative needed to be
consistently and continually held up before the Zeeland Classis and urged the summit
journey be repeated again soon. The group affirmed the goal of articulating Acts 1:8 and
its implications for ministry in general and specifically for the shared ministry of our
classis. Interestingly, the group agreed presentations, conversations, and discussions such
as these could and should be a larger and more consistent part of what it means to live
within a connectional system of church ministry and government.
The larger group agreed Acts 1:8 was now a grid or template for considering
present ministries, and for evaluating whether or not to launch new ministries. They had a
strong, and in some ways unexpected, sense the four ministry domains of Acts 1:8
consistently overlap each other. The Initiative left its imprint and ministry mind-set on
each church represented. Each Team acquired a new vocabulary to use and a new
evaluative mechanism for considering strategic local planning. Leadership Teams agreed
Acts 1:8 provided a purposeful tool toward engaging certain types or aspects of ministry.
Churches indicated they would now seek greater engagement and balance. In the life of
all participating churches, the Initiative led to actively engaging certain portions of their
ministry efforts with greater understanding and purpose. The Teams gained insight to
evaluate ministries and determine how each fit into a greater whole.
The group experienced significant shifts in understanding through presentation
and discussion of Acts 1:8 ministry domains. Most participants considered Jerusalem as
ministry closest to home rather than as a call to minister to and within the city. The
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interpretation held up to group scrutiny throughout the summit journey and process. In
general, eyes opened as people expressed agreement with a new way of interpreting and
understanding Acts 1:8 and its multifaceted assignment. One clear indication was the
comment, “Our Jerusalem moved.” The group shared agreement ministry in Samaria was
more than a location. It also indicated a focus of ministry to be included when
considering Jesus’ core assignment to the church. Teaching specifically linking the
gospel to issues of reconciliation was fresh, demanding, and persuasive. The group
shared broad agreement with the individual comment, “Getting them (our people) to
accept responsibility for Holland (Jerusalem) as a ministry arena and reconciliation as a
ministry priority (Samaria) will take some doing.”
Another challenge for Leadership Teams is to help congregations understand
ministry to and within Judea as broader than specifically addressing personal spirituality.
If Jerusalem represented the needs of the city, then Judea represented the needs of a
region. Finally, the teams agreed world mission cannot be allowed to be an “add on” to
the life of the church. Active participation in global missions is to be a core feature of the
common life of the church and its members. The group concurred during the past decade
or more the emphasis in ministry has increasingly been on the life of the local church,
often at the expense of broader ministry opportunities and responsibilities. Group
consensus produced agreement with the comment, “Our people probably don’t see Acts
1:8 this way. They need to, and this is going to take a lot of work.”
The group agreed the summit experience had confirmed Acts 1:8 was, and needed
to be, the vision statement of this classis at this time. The Initiative also confirmed the
broader vision of the Reformed Church as a denomination and within our local region, in
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terms of church revitalization and church multiplication.
The Teams expressed agreement in terms of the specific aspects of the Initiative
holding the greatest impact. A common comment was the teaching of all six speakers was
excellent and had brought compelling new understanding to light. One of the speakers
averaged a seven on the post-summit semi-structured interview, and all others averaged
an eight or a nine on that same interview. All participants indicated the setting was
conducive and the overall design of the Initiative furthered and facilitated its goals. All
leadership teams indicated the teaching portion engaged their thinking, and the individual
church time for discussion, evaluation, and planning was helpful as it created opportunity
for each church to take the teaching and apply it into their individual ministry evaluation
and planning. All teams agreed the strategy of having them come back together at each
summit to discuss broader themes and more specific contextual applications allowed
them to receive additional insights, confirmation, as well as opportunities to partner, and
a forum to learn from and bless each other.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Review of Major Findings
The Acts 1:8 Initiative had a significant and substantive impact on the leadership
teams of the participating churches. For more than six months, these leaders were
presented with a ministry model and an interpretive understanding of a biblical
assignment. The design not only withstood honest and serious dialogue but also gained
increasing support as the months and summits progressed. The assignment Jesus gave in
Acts 1:8 includes an evaluative grid or template. Acts 1:8 provides both a ministry model
and a means or mechanism to evaluate priorities, balance, and focus. The vocabulary of
the Initiative took root in the lives of these leaders. A foundation was set for future
discerning, deciding, and evaluating ministry efforts and specific ministry designs.
Participating church leadership teams accepted a call to ministry to the city of
Holland. Leaders agreed blessing such a “city of influence” held the potential for regional
impact. In addition, Samaria represents, at least in large part, the work of reconciliation.
Many of the leaders indicated the importance of reconciliation became clearer, and began
to hold deeper influence in their minds and hearts as they engaged the Initiative journey.
Participants agreed a Christian witness in Judea is larger than meeting only the spiritual
needs of individuals of an identified region. Finally, while no one would ever have
indicated a lack of support for Global Missions, the Initiative led to these leaders making
a more firm recommitment to “the ends of the earth” as a core part of the work of all
local congregations.
New ministries launched have sought specifically to address what was learned
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during the summits. Partnerships between churches have been enhanced. Seeds were
planted so leaders see what they need to learn, what they need to share, and how they
need to shape and grow themselves and their congregations in order to participate in the
core assignments of this central New Testament Scripture.
An Evaluation of the Initiative Journey
The first Summit was scheduled for 17 September 2005. I expected Strategy
Teams from five churches, with a total attendance of up to thirty people. As all summits
were scheduled for Saturday mornings, care was taken to prepare refreshments and in
every way to create a positive environment. The goal was to indicate to Teams their time
commitment was valued. A welcoming and affirming environment was established.
What happened the first morning was different than I had anticipated and hoped.
Only three churches were represented, with a total attendance of seven people. One of the
churches withdrew their commitment to participate within days of the first summit, due
mostly to internal conflict in the life of the church. A new and young pastor indicated he
had been unable to recruit a Strategy Team. One of the churches simply did not show up.
Having lost a key staff member within their large church setting, I do not think the pastor
of this congregation was able to give the Initiative priority time in his schedule. As a
result, the church never sent a team and did not participate in any of the summits.
For these reasons, three Church Strategy Teams were present at Summit 1. Rather
than four to six persons per team, there were two to three persons from each church.
Instead of five churches with twenty five to thirty persons, there were three churches and
eight persons. One of these churches participated for Summits 1-3 but then missed
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Summit 4 and 5. By agreement, based on how much of the Initiative had been missed,
this church did not participate in Summit 6.
For Summits 4-6, two Church Strategy Teams were active. One of the churches
shared its goal of pursuing two separate new ministries they believed represented a
faithful pursuit of the intentions of the Initiative. The Initiative process revealed how
often the four Acts 1:8 domains overlap. The goal of a mentoring ministry with grade
school children represents regional ministry (Judea). At the same time, mentors will
increasingly interact with children of a different ethnicity (World), who often require
significant relational healing in their lives (Samaria).
In the end, while neither Team completed a comprehensive Ministry Plan as
originally outlined, all Teams were overwhelmingly positive about their summit
experience and the Initiative journey. All participants expressed appreciation for the
depth and quality of the new learning presented and for identified opportunities to engage
ministry as outlined in Acts 1:8. Time will tell if the convictions and decisions of the
summit experience become fully developed within the life of these churches and their
communities and ministries. Time will also tell if the work of these churches will then
impact other congregations within our classis context.
Initial Reflections
Blackaby makes a significant statement when he writes, “You cannot stay where
you are and go with God. You cannot continue doing things your way and accomplish
God’s purposes in His ways” (Experiencing God 155). My concerns regarding the Acts
1:8 Initiative have to do with the priorities of the leadership of our classis congregations.
Blackaby continues on to speak to the need for obedience when he says,
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Many of us want God to speak to us and give us an assignment. However,
we are not interested in making any major adjustments in our lives.
Biblically, that is impossible. Every time God spoke to people in the
Scripture about something He wanted to do through them, major
adjustments were necessary. They had to adjust their lives to God. Once
the adjustments were made, God accomplished His purposes through those
He called. (146)
My foundational fear is the leaders of our Zeeland Classis churches have been unwilling
to make major adjustments in order to join God in his new assignment. As Blackaby
states, “If you choose to make the adjustment, you can go on to obedience. If you refuse
to make the adjustment, you could miss what God has in store for your life” (146). My
deepest concern is our churches have not recognized the need to make an adjustment
from our agenda to God’s and have not been willing to change from ministry we
determined to do to ministry God is giving us to do. The power of Pentecost requires a
major adjustment in moving us from our ways to God’s ways, from our choices to God’s
assignment. Without limiting God to working in our midst in four years or less, I am
concerned we may have failed to embrace God’s assignment as presented to us through
Sacred Assembly.
Having shared these reservations, based primarily on the fact only three churches
self-selected (out of a possible twenty-nine), important connections can be made between
the literature and the summit experience. The participating church teams made a
compelling connection between the two dominant aspects of Acts 1:8. Based on our
shared Sacred Assembly experience, the churches of this classis received power and have
been invited to bear witness to this gift. Because our experience in Sacred Assembly is
linked to this verse, the admonition to be witnesses to Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria, and the
World made sense to the members of all three teams. The reality of most churches self-
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selecting not to participate in the Initiative does not reflect poorly on the Sacred
Assembly experience itself. Nonparticipation appears to be partly about the timing of the
summits yet still includes concerns addressed earlier in this chapter. Because the
literature indicates revivals take different forms, shapes and seasons, the long-term
impact of Sacred Assembly, or the Acts 1:8 Initiative, is difficult to discern. Outside of
the Initiative, many positive outcomes are emerging from within the life of classis.
Zeeland is one of the only classes (forty-five total) in the RCA numerically growing.
Based on recent statistical analysis, Zeeland Classis has more growing churches than any
other classis in the Reformed Church in America, and is home to three of the five largest
and fastest growing congregations in the denomination. Additionally, a disproportionate
number of Zeeland Classis clergy are providing pivotal denominational leadership at a
key time in our history. New and innovative works of God are being birthed, and several
of them are rooted in our shared life. I name these things simply because measuring the
authenticity of revival only according to participation in the Acts 1:8 Initiative does not
seem fair or sufficient.
Returning to the literature, history says leadership is critical in times of God’s
reviving. Again, a greater than usual number of Zeeland Classis pastors are presently
providing significant leadership within our denomination. The literature indicates a
generation gap often exists between the faith of the fathers and the faith of the sons and
daughters. I believe the experience of Sacred Assembly, and of the Acts 1:8 Initiative, has
addressed the ongoing need to work diligently in order to pass faith on to a next
generation.
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The literature (e.g., Lovelace; Wagner) indicates revival often brings spiritual
conflict (2 Chron. 32). One of the participating churches (Peace) has gone through, and is
still going through, a deep spiritual challenge. In relationship to the literature and the
Initiative, the participating churches experienced a renewed commitment to repentance,
especially as it relates to racism and denominational separation.
Again, the literature (e.g., Hallesby; DeHaan) is clear prayer both precedes and
flows out from times of revival. The importance of prayer on both sides of a mighty
movement of God increased our commitment to prayer and training in prayer during the
past three years. Numerous prayer conferences and concerts of prayer have been held and
hosted during the past four years. One of the participating churches (Faith) is presently
hosting our most recent effort to train for and engage prayer.
Research (e.g., Piggin) indicates the place and importance of scripture rises in
times of revival. One of our participating churches (Faith) recently experienced a far
greater than expected level of participation in a congregation-wide emphasis on reading
through the Bible. Faith is not the only classis church to be presently emphasizing
personal biblical grounding in the lives of their members and friends.
The literature (e.g., Shenk; Stutzman) indicates revival produces greater concern
for the city, as evidenced in the lives of all participating congregations.
Source material (e.g., Fish; Campbell—quoted in Wentz) indicates revival
ultimately leads to a deeper and intentional concern for community and culture, and
again, all three participating churches are evidencing specific, intentional, and increased
efforts to be faithful and obedient to this core calling. The participating churches have
evidenced a renewed commitment to the city of Holland (Holland Rescue Mission), to the
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work of reconciliation (Hispanic Vacation Bible School, jail ministry, shared prayer), to
caring for the broader needs of a community (Kids Hope, Head Start), and for meeting
the basic needs of those living in our midst (City on a Hill Ministries).
Finally, the literature (e.g., Verkuyl; Coleman) indicates revival produces a
greater heart for World Mission. The participating churches evidence a commitment to a
renewed emphasis on this core aspect of an Acts 1:8 assignment.
As indicated in the conclusion of Chapter 2, when God makes himself known to
his people in extraordinary ways, those people must continue to depend on the presence
and power of the Holy Spirit. Believers are called to make choices regarding how they
respond to the gift of his intensified presence. Evidence is present in the lives and plans
of the participating churches to suggest these congregations, through their leaders, are
making choices so they can best position themselves to be faithful and obedient to the
Acts 1:8 call upon our “fleet” during these days.
Summit Strengths
The Acts 1:8 Initiative had several noticeable strengths. The timeframe of the
Initiative was realistic. Church Strategy Teams had the opportunity to take the summit
experiences into their local leadership and ministry context. Summits were set close
enough together to maintain momentum, but far enough apart so that each step and
assignment would not become lost in more and new material. Participants affirmed the
location, setting, and format for the summit journey. The overarching goal of the
Initiative was clear and well defined. Resource consultants, with one exception, were
superior in their content and presentation. The teaching material, based on an interpretive
understanding of Acts 1:8, was compelling. Teams were given time to discuss material
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from the perspective of their individual contexts. Teams were also given time to deepen
their work through consistent larger group accountability. Expectations were realistic,
and goals specific. Resources were excellent, and the structure and format of the
Initiative showed itself to be well designed and implemented.
Summit Weaknesses
One weakness in terms of the overall summit journey was the lack of sufficient
numbers of people and churches to create an additional momentum of synergy and
accountability. As church teams increasingly came to understand the picture of an Acts
1:8 ministry, so did an awareness of the size of the task in order to bring our churches
more fully into line with it. Throughout the six-month process churches did not meet
expectations or achieve goals. As a result, teams fell farther and farther behind the plan
design. Initially, the fact summits would be held on Saturday mornings was seen to be a
negative. During and after the summits, no one could identify a significantly better time
to schedule these meetings. Those who had been involved indicated it was very
worthwhile to spend Saturday mornings in this way.
Journey Shortcomings
I grew increasingly concerned during the summit journey about each Team’s
ability to meet the expectations and goals. Teams were reminded about expectations and
goals at each Summit and during coaching calls between summits. No Church Strategy
Team submitted all four progress reports reflecting their onsite learning and their monthly
continuation of evaluation and planning. One church submitted three reports, and two
churches submitted one report. Teams did not make consistent reports to consistory or to
congregations. No growing sense of the meaning and call of Acts 1:8 stretched into the
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lives of the involved churches. None of the churches arrived at Summit 6 with evidence
of a developing, emerging Ministry Plan representing a comprehensive attempt to address
each arena of Acts 1:8. None of the participating churches took steps to begin to address
recruiting or training volunteers, securing finances, developing action steps, or
establishing a ministries launch timeline.
I have reflected on the Initiative to determine what changes could have facilitated
the achieving of the goal. Church Teams would have had a better chance of reaching the
goal if they had been able to recruit additional persons for their teams. Greater
participation would have enhanced the opportunity for significant and specific outcomes.
Teams failed to schedule time to meet between summits, and they did not intentionally
seek time with church leaders and with the congregation to keep them updated regarding
the content of the summits and the progress of the development of a ministry plan.
Participants were stimulated, educated, and stretched, yet did not translate their learning
into a comprehensive plan on a local church level.
Journey Successes
The two Church Strategy Teams engaged throughout the entire Initiative journey
were overwhelmingly positive about their experience. Individual participants indicated
their understanding of Acts 1:8 had been fundamentally changed. Over the six-month
period leaders tested the interpretive paradigm presented to them, and found it to be
consistently compelling. At the end of the Initiative, both Church Teams had clearly
outlined next steps and initial goals. Both teams were not willing to attempt to develop
strategic plans in all four areas simultaneously. Each team evidenced a commitment to
keep this understanding of Acts 1:8 in front of them from this point on in their ongoing
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planning and goal setting. Both Teams adopted a one-page plan to begin to address the
goal of moving their church’s ministry more deeply into an Acts 1:8 model.
Limitations of the Study
In retrospect, changes to the Initiative and summits would have enhanced its
overall design. Pre-summit preparation by Church Strategy Teams would have
strengthened outcomes by establishing goals, steps and strategies before the summits
began. Teams were not consistent, and communication between senior pastors and
strategy teams was not as clear and effective as was expected. A clear understanding of
who was participating, what was expected, and what the summit journey would be like
would have enhanced the Initiative. Outcomes would benefit if each church entered the
Initiative already understanding what the process and journey would look and “feel” like.
Outcomes may have benefited if team members had prepared for engaging leadership
boards and congregational members. More would have been accomplished had a
framework for strategic planning been previously determined. Outcomes would have
been enhanced through a formal coaching and evaluation process for each team between
summits. Finally, the Initiative would have benefited from a formal post-Initiative
process for holding churches accountable and for assisting in specific strategic planning.
The methods of gathering data used in the Initiative did not need changing.
Summary
Several of the goals of the Acts 1:8 Initiative were not achieved. Only three
instead of five churches participated in the Initiative. Of those three churches, only two
attended all six Summits. When considering the work of the two Church Strategy Teams,
neither fully followed the outlined expectations, and neither completed the established
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goals. Despite consistent review and coaching contacts in terms of Initiative expectations,
none of the church teams met consistently between summits. Reporting to leadership
boards and congregation did not happen consistently, and neither team presented written
reports consistently throughout the Initiative. No comprehensive plan was developed or
adopted. No action steps or timeline were produced.
At the same time, all participating members of Church Strategy Teams were very
positive and affirming about the Initiative experience. In the end, both remaining Teams
did draft a first steps document to guide them as they began to pursue a ministry
paradigm consistent with Acts 1:8 learning. Teams desired to produce a document that
would be honest and accurate. Both documents produced were thoughtful and included
action steps and target dates. As a result of the times of sharing insights and planning, one
Church Team recognized they had ministry experience in the two areas the other church
intended to pursue. Both churches indicated a desire to work together in these areas as
they reflected clear movement toward a deeper Acts 1:8 ministry paradigm.
Conclusions
The most difficult part of the Initiative experience was determining whether or not
the summit design was in fact a successful one. Team members affirmed the process and
design yet consistently did not meet expectations or complete assignments. I felt good
about my part of the Initiative experience yet was left with questions in a number of core
areas. Despite consistent articulation of expectations during summits, and including email and verbal coaching reminders and offers of assistance, I wondered if my follow-up
was sufficient. Was too much expected too quickly for teams to complete assignments?
Should the summit schedule have been stopped until teams completed monthly
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assignments? Should a more formal follow-up process have been put in place at the
beginning of the Initiative so I would have had a direct link to leadership teams and to
congregations? Should Church Strategy Teams have been required to submit dates when
they would be meeting as a team, reporting to leadership, and updating the congregation?
Would a more narrow definition of Church Team membership assist a continuing process
in the life of each local church between summits?
Final Comments
I am pleased the review of the summit process was positive. The content was
excellent and the opportunity to pursue a ministry plan was genuine. Time will tell how a
new Acts 1:8 paradigm will shape the ministries of these three congregations. Time will
reveal how initial plans in identified core areas will give birth to additional plans to move
congregations deeper still into an Acts 1:8 ministry design. Time will show if their
experience of the Initiative and testimony about their experience will serve as a
foundation for additional series of similar summits.
Postscript
While there is some question as to the initial breadth of fruitfulness of the Acts
1:8 Initiative, significant leadership opportunities are now in the hands of several who
played key roles in the Sacred Assembly journey and experience. God’s kingdom
influences systems and structures, but also works through individuals strategically placed
to have Kingdom impact.
Somewhat outside of the scope of this project, but definitely in harmony with it,
recent developments affirm an Acts 1:8 approach to ministry. For more than a year, thirty
to forty ministers of all denominations have been meeting for worship-based prayer on
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Thursday mornings in Holland, Michigan. The impact of shared praying has been
unprecedented, as walls of hostility and separation have tumbled. Increasingly, these
pastors indicate there is one Church in Holland, and they are each one part of that one
Church. Shared prayer retreats have led to confession, repentance, healing, restoration,
and a renewed focus on participating together in ministry in Christ’s name in the city.
Historically, there has been sharp discord between the Reformed and Christian
Reformed churches of Western Michigan. A denominational split occurred in Holland in
1857, which left generations of pain and disunity in its wake. While Reformed and
Christian Reformed reconciliation is part of what is occurring in Holland, it is at the
center of what is happening within the churches of Zeeland. While clearly at beginning
stages, walls have fallen and hurts have healed as we are meeting together, praying
together and engaging common ministry opportunities in Christ’s name.
Also under the umbrella of ministry in Samaria, the Zeeland Classis has moved
boldly into a new church start opportunity in Atlanta, Georgia. Two African-American
pastors, husband and wife, made application to transfer their ordination credentials into
the RCA. After following a careful process, both entered this denominational fellowship.
Lewis and Lisa Tait are the first and only African-American ordained leaders to belong to
the Zeeland Classis. The church supported represents the first African-American new
church start in the South in the history of the denomination. Beyond this, recent Korean
immigration into Atlanta has led to four separate conversations with Korean church
planters relocating from various parts of the United States to this urban center. Zeeland
Classis is likely to become home to these leaders and these efforts as they move forward
with God’s blessing. Opportunities are opening in Samaria, and Zeeland Classis is
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choosing to pursue them.
God is also opening doors of denominational and local leadership. Two Zeeland
Classis pastors participated in an effort to expand public transportation in the greater
Holland area. A classis pastor is Minister for Prayer within our denomination. A classis
pastor is the Coordinator for Church Multiplication for the entire Reformed Church. The
newly appointed denominational Coordinator for Discipleship requested transfer into this
classis. A Zeeland Classis pastor is Vice President of General Synod, the Reformed
Church’s highest assembly, and is poised to become the President of the denomination in
2007. A classis pastor is among the most gifted new church start pastors in the
denomination, and serves on planning teams at both regional and denominational levels.
Recent statistical analysis shows that no other classis in the RCA has a higher
number of congregations to meet identified growth thresholds, while three of the top five
fastest growing large congregations in the denomination are in this classis. A Pastors
Network focusing on church multiplication has launched and is gaining traction in efforts
to pursue a multiplication movement within the classis and region. The network was
featured regionally, and serves as a model for similar networks in classes on both east and
west coasts of the United States. This multiplication network welcomed pastors and
planters from the Christian Reformed Church, where similar opportunities are not
currently available.
A former Zeeland Classis pastor accepted a call, outside of this classis, in order to
lead one of the largest and most significantly placed congregations within the entire
denomination. This move allows this pastor to bring leadership influence to another RCA
classis. This sister classis has great potential but is not currently integrating its ministries
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into one cohesive shared effort.
One of the direct results of Sacred Assembly has been the annual planning and
hosting of a Prayer Conference and Concert of Prayer that has impact within our area
churches and far beyond our initial expectations. The content of the Initiative learning
was shared with an emerging network of more than forty area worship leaders who come
from a variety of denominational backgrounds. It is encouraging to note this emerging
opportunity for worship leaders to provide support, learning and accountability for each
other in pursuit of authentic expressions of worship. As noted earlier, vibrancy in worship
contributes significantly on a journey toward social transformation.
A classis pastor has established the Leader Renewal Institute (LRI) and is
bringing to the West Michigan community a gifted team who are preparing to work with
bruised and broken church pastors and Christian leaders in an integrated effort to bring
healing and restoration. One Zeeland Classis pastor travels throughout the United States
teaching about world missions, and works locally to engage college students toward this
ministry vocation. A Zeeland Classis pastor is now the first Reformed Church missionary
ever to live and work in the city of Jerusalem. A classis pastor is Program Director for an
RCA camp with a more than fifty-year history of shaping staff resulting in continuing
new leadership within this denomination. Three classis pastors are leaders of campus
ministry teams on two of the most significant campuses in West Michigan, influencing
thousands of lives with the gospel and toward the church. One Zeeland Classis pastor
teaches in one of the RCA’s two denominational seminaries and still another classis
pastor is Executive Director for a regionally based ministry to meet physical, social, and
relational needs within Michigan’s Allegan County.
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I serve on the Board of City on a Hill Ministries (COAHM), which recently began
utilizing the former facilities of the Zeeland Community Hospital to gather Christian
ministries and need-meeting organizations into one synergistic location. Opportunities to
partner with COAHM based ministries are energizing many of the members of local
Zeeland-area congregations, and so deepening community commitment to love our
neighbor as ourselves. I continue to serve on the Board of Good Samaritan Ministries in
Holland, which is also actively working to increase the involvement of Zeeland Classis
churches in helping to meet the needs of the city of Holland.
While the original goals of the Acts 1:8 Initiative were not met in most of the
ways outlined, at the same time genuine hope remains the seeds planted will, over time,
grow, blossom, expand, and bear fruit. As the classis moved through the Initiative
process, I became more and more convinced God’s original assignment (Acts 1:8) is his
primary and persisting one. The focus is clear and the foundation is sound.
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APPENDIX A
Pre-Summit Documents
A Letter to the Churches…

Information regarding the Acts 1:8 Initiative Summits
The Acts 1:8 Initiative will consist of 6 summits. Each will be held on a Saturday
morning from 8:00 a.m.—12:00 p.m. at Peace Reformed Church, Zeeland. There will be
one summit per month from September-March. There will be no summit during
December.

Dates
Summit 1
September 17, 2005
Summit 2
October 22, 2005
Summit 3
November 12, 2005
There will be no summit held in December
Summit 4
January, 2006—TBD
Summit 5
February, 2006—TBD
Summit 6
March, 2006—TBD

Teams
Church Strategy Teams will consist of 4-6 persons. It is highly preferable that
each team include the senior pastor, one presently elected elder, and one presently
elected deacon. Other members of the team will be by “your choice.”

Format
•
•
•

Each summit will last four hours and will be divided into three parts.
Each summit will include Teaching, Discerning, and Sharing.
Each summit will provide a resource teacher, time for individual team prayer,
discussion, and planning, and large group sharing for the purpose of adding the
insights and accountability of other church teams.

Summit Themes
•
•
•

Summit 1 will include introductory materials.
Summit 6 will be largely a time for sharing, prayer, and celebration.
Summits 2-5 will focus on each aspect of ministry as outlined in Acts 1:8.
“But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be my
witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the
earth.”
The early believers were not residents of Jerusalem, but rather of Judea. Jerusalem
was their “city of influence,” while Judea was the countryside surrounding this city.
Samaria was home to those who were related to the Jews, but with whom there was
deep animosity. The world, while not as populated as today, still represented taking
the gospel to all people groups wherever they might be.
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We have come to affirm that God is calling us to have a heart for the city of Holland,
for West Michigan, to be involved in the work of reconciliation, and to commit
ourselves to bringing God’s Word to all God’s world.
God is calling us, as a classis, to these four concentric circles of ministry.

Sample Summit
8:00-9:00 a.m.
9:00-9:15 a.m.
9:15-10:15 a.m.
10:15-10:30 a.m.
10:30am-12:00 p.m.

Teaching
BREAK
Church Team Planning
BREAK
Large Group Sharing

Teachers
•

Month 1 - September - Introduction
¾ Steve Smallegan, Zeeland Classis Minister

•

Month 2 - October - Jerusalem (Holland)
¾ Janet DeYoung, Executive Director, Good Samaritan Ministries

•

Month 3 - November - Judea (West Michigan)
¾ Jay Peters, Executive Director, West Michigan Strategic Alliance

•

Month 4 - January - Samaria (Reconciliation)
¾ Resource Teaching TBD

•

Month 5 - February - the World
¾ Barbara Yandell, Missions Advocate, Zeeland Classis

•

Month 6 - March - Sharing, Prayer, and Celebration

Expectations
1.
2.
3.
4.

Attend all six summits (if at all possible).
Meet as a Church Strategy Team at least one time between summits.
After each summit report to consistory and to the congregation.
Prepare a written report of at least 2 pages after each summit. These reports will
be distributed to other church teams for their consideration and input at the next
summit.

Goal
To develop and adopt a comprehensive plan that will help your congregation
move more deeply into the ministry priorities of Acts 1:8.
This plan will include addressing the following:
• Recruiting volunteers
• Training volunteers
• Securing finances
• Developing action steps
• Establishing a timeline toward ministry launches
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APPENDIX B
Summit Documents

Zeeland Classis
Acts 1:8 Initiative
Measurement Tool—1

A vision can be defined as a mental picture of a preferred future. A vision gives you
something to aim for and work towards. You strive to reach and to attain something that
is not fully realized or present. A vision directs you and inspires you toward something
more, something better, something to which you have been called.
The Zeeland Classis of the Reformed Church in America has approved Acts 1:8 as its
vision statement. The following questions (Tools 1 and 2) are meant to measure your
congregation’s present commitment to the four ministry areas of Acts 1:8 (understanding)
and to measure your present ministry involvement in those same areas (behavior).
Acts 1:8 reads, “But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you;
and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to
the ends of the earth.”
The Zeeland Classis has determined that we are being called to seek God’s blessing upon
Holland (Jerusalem) and Western Michigan (Judea). We believe God is calling us to be
involved in ministries of reconciliation (Samaria), and to be active in reaching the world
(ends of the earth) with the message of Jesus Christ.
Please answer the following questions honestly. Please comment where appropriate,
and provide specific examples of ministry efforts where possible.
Thank you for your time and participation.
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Church Name _____________________

Zeeland Classis
Acts 1:8 Initiative
Measurement Tool - 1

Questions
1. Our congregation understands that we are part of a cluster of congregations and
that we are organized to be in ministry together.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

2. Our congregation believes that it is important for us to partner with other Zeeland
Classis congregations.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

3. Our congregation is aware of the Zeeland Classis Acts 1:8 vision statement.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

4. Our congregation is supportive of Acts 1:8 as the shared goal of our
congregations as we live and minister side-by-side.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

5. Our congregation does a good job living in active partnership with the other
congregations of our classis.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree
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6. Our church understands that the first persons to receive the assignment recorded
in Acts 1:8 were not residents of Jerusalem and yet were called to have a heart for
its needs.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

7. Our church believes that it is important for our congregation to have an active and
vital ministry in cities, in general.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

8. Our church believes that God is calling the Zeeland Classis to impact the city of
Holland.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

9. Our church does a good job ministering to the needs of the city as they are found
in the city of Holland.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

10. Our church understands that Judea was the countryside surrounding the city of
Jerusalem.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

11. Our church believes that it is important for our congregation to have a vital
ministry in the countryside surrounding our cities.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree
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12. Our church believes that it is our responsibility to impact West Michigan for
Christ.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

13. Our church does a good job meeting the needs of those who live in the various
communities of West Michigan.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

14. Our church understands that Samaria was a place that was home to a people with
whom most Jews had seriously damaged relationships.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

15. Our church believes that it is important for our congregation to address issues of
reconciliation.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

16. Our church believes that it is our responsibility to seek purposefully to be
involved in the work of reconciliation between individuals, within families,
between churches, and in terms of the broader issues of prejudice and racism.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

17. Our church is presently engaged in ministries of reconciliation.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree
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18. Our church does a good job of healing many different kinds of broken
relationships.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

19. Our church understands that Jesus calls us to reach the world in his name.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

20. Our church believes that it is important to reach the world for Jesus Christ.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

21. Our church believes that it is our responsibility to minister personally and directly
to the world.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

22. Our church is presently engaged in efforts to participate in missions globally.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree

23. Our church does a good job of becoming directly and personally involved in
world missions.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Neutral

4
Agree

5
Strongly
Agree
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Acts 1:8 Initiative
Listing of Survey Questions by Category
General
1. Our congregation understands that we are part of a cluster of congregations and
that we are organized to be in ministry together.
2. Our congregation believes that it is important for us to partner with other Zeeland
Classis congregations.
3. Our congregation is aware of the Zeeland Classis Acts 1:8 vision statement.
4. Our congregation is supportive of Acts 1:8 as the shared goal of our
congregations as we live and minister side-by-side.
5. Our congregation does a good job living in active partnership with the other
congregations of our classis.
Jerusalem
1. Our church understands that the first persons to receive the assignment recorded
in Acts 1:8 were not residents of Jerusalem, and yet were called to have a heart
for its needs.
2. Our church believes that it is important for our congregation to have an active and
vital ministry in cities, in general.
3. Our church believes that God is calling the Zeeland Classis to impact the city of
Holland.
4. Our church does a good job ministering to the needs of the city as they are found
in the city of Holland.
Judea
1. Our church understands that Judea was the countryside surrounding the city of
Jerusalem.
2. Our church believes that it is important for our congregation to have a vital
ministry in the countryside surrounding our cities.
3. Our church believes that it is our responsibility to impact West Michigan for
Christ.
4. Our church does a good job meeting the needs of those who live in the various
communities of West Michigan.
Samaria
1. Our church understands that Samaria was a place that was home to a people with
whom most Jews had seriously damaged relationships.
2. Our church believes that it is important for our congregation to address issues of
reconciliation.
3. Our church believes that it is our responsibility to seek purposefully to be
involved in the work of reconciliation between individuals, within families,
between churches, and in terms of the broader issues of prejudice and racism.
4. Our church is presently engaged in ministries of reconciliation.
5. Our church does a good job of healing many different kinds of broken
relationships.
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World
1. Our church understands that Jesus calls us to reach the world in his name.
2. Our church believes that it is important to reach the world for Jesus Christ.
3. Our church believes that it is our responsibility to minister personally and directly
to the world.
4. Our church is presently engaged in efforts to participate in missions globally.
5. Our church does a good job of becoming directly and personally involved in
world missions.
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Church Name _____________________
Zeeland Classis
Acts 1:8 Initiative
Measurement Tool—2

Please list the ways in which your congregation seeks to minister to and within the
city of Holland (Jerusalem). List individuals and their personal ministry
involvements, as well as church programs your congregation organizes or participates
in. When involvement is through a church program, please provide the numbers of
persons participating.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Comments:
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Church Name _____________________
Zeeland Classis
Acts 1:8 Initiative
Measurement Tool—2

Please list the ways through which your congregation seeks to minister to your most
local setting (Judea). List individuals and their personal ministry involvements, as
well as church programs your congregation organizes. When involvement is through a
church program, please provide the numbers of persons participating.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Comments:
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Church Name _____________________
Zeeland Classis
Acts 1:8 Initiative
Measurement Tool—2

Please list the ways through which your congregation seeks to be involved in
ministries of reconciliation. In what specific ways do you seek to break down
relational barriers according to race, ethnicity, or denominational bias (Samaria)?
List individuals and their personal ministry involvements, as well as church programs
your congregation organizes. When involvement is through a church program, please
provide the numbers of persons participating.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Comments:
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Church Name _____________________
Zeeland Classis
Acts 1:8 Initiative
Measurement Tool—2

Please list the ways through which your congregation seeks to be involved in world
evangelism. While the giving of finances is obviously important, the goal is to list
personal involvement in world mission (ends of the earth). Please list short- term
mission trips and numbers of persons involved. Please also list those persons who
have recently (last twenty years) gone from your congregation into career missions
outside of the United States. List individuals and their personal ministry
involvements, as well as church programs your congregation organizes. When
involvement is through a church program, please provide the numbers of persons
participating.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Comments:
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Summit 1 Notes
Large Group Sharing
Summit 1—17 September 2005
Harlem
participation vs. “ownership” = short-term vs. long term commitment
(short-term is good, some long-term is necessary)
idea—identify age categories and challenge some to deeper/longer involvement
spontaneous and planned
(individual)
(corporate)
tension—belief and action (James)
missionaries from congregation = deeper, more holistic care
if long-term—care is critical
Faith
belief vs. action
history influences our present—and so our future
programmatic—locally
relational—global
“reconciliation”—a word to wrestle with
comment: “our Jerusalem moved today”
This journey will take work
We have already made some moves in this direction
Peace
our people probably don’t see Acts 1:8 this way
easier to fill out local ministry section of survey—our people, would see,
however, that is area is Jerusalem
sense that we are open to racial differences, but need to be more intentional
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Summit 2 Notes
Large Group Sharing
Summit 2—22 October 2005
Harlem
Written Report (further reflections based on Summit 1)
Harlem presented their written report from Summit 1.
Harlem did not report to the consistory or congregation.
The team’s concerns were in the area of getting people involved and with
dedicating resources.
They are feeling a need to do this kind of ministry together and hope to focus on
removing barriers between churches and denominations.
Things that help are when a ministry opportunity has clearly defined expectations
and parameters (e.g., Kids Hope)
The team felt that the present and emerging needs of Holland Township may be a
call to ministry in the life of their congregation.
Verbal Reporting (sharing from Summit 2 team discussion)
Harlem team members felt they had gone through a morning of information
gathering. Their questions came around how they would encourage both
individual responses and corporate ministry plans. They also shared the
tension/struggle between people doing short-term projects as compared to making
a shift in lifestyle ministry.
Peace
Written Report (further reflections based on Summit 1)
Peace presented their written report from Summit 1.
The Peace team shared at consistory.
Peace’s critical issue is that it will be hard to help people “redefine” Holland as
our Jerusalem. Peace members also commented that they see a tension between
belief and action in the life of the congregation and that in some ways they face an
individualistic approach to ministry.
The goal is to engage more people.
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Verbal Reporting (sharing from Summit 2 team discussion)
The team commented that they have gathered much information, which now
needs to be “sifted.” The team’s sense was that congregational outreach needed to
become more focused and more corporate. The ministry model “Tool Time”
intrigued Peace team members.
Faith
Written Report (further reflections based on Summit 1)
Faith presented their written report from Summit 1.
Faith presented a report to their Elders.
Faith acknowledged their historical patterns have been strong in world mission,
sometimes at the expense of more local mission. They see local needs to have
grown, and feel they are currently being consistently ‘nudged’ toward more active
ministry/mission as a congregation.
Verbal Reporting (sharing from Summit 2 team discussion)
Faith reported they are most drawn to begin with soliciting individual responses,
as with the Kids Hope model, of “going to Holland” with ministry efforts.
Faith indicated they are initially drawn to an “on ramp and off ramp” model with
defined start and stop times. They feel they may have more initial success
securing (hopefully sequential) short-term commitments.
Faith feels a definite need to establish a still stronger prayer support and prayer
foundation.
One positive thing is that many of Faith’s members work with people from
Holland.
Faith shared that their goal is a greater percentage of “fully devoted, 24/7
believers.”
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Summit 3 Notes
Large Group Sharing
Summit 3—12 November 2005

Harlem
Written Report (further reflections based on Summit 2—Jerusalem)
Harlem presented their written report from Summit 2.
Harlem did not report to the consistory or congregation, but intends to present
their learning and emerging sense of leading to consistory at their annual retreat in
January (14th).
The team’s growing desire is that the Harlem congregation pursues Acts 1:8
ministry goals in partnership with others (shared ministry).
The team shared that they are learning the importance of creating an atmosphere
where people having a sense of “belonging,” sometimes even before they are
believers. This represents a paradigm shift for them.
Verbal Reporting (sharing from Summit 3 team discussion—Judea)
Harlem team members shared that they are increasingly “feeling” the presence of
a public school that is located ½ mile from the church. The question they are
asking is, “How do we become involved in children’s lives in that place?” They
are leaning toward some kind of model other than Kids Hope, based on a desire to
be freer to share the gospel.
The team talked about the possibility of teaching Spanish to members of the
congregation, based on the population around them.
The team shared a desire to partner with churches near to them, including local
Pentecostal churches in addition to their present relationship with West Olive
CRC.
The team shared that they have officials in two different townships in their
congregation and have begun wondering how to facilitate better communication
and partnership between them based on the information shared this morning.

Peace
Written Report (further reflections based on Summit 2—Jerusalem)
Peace did not present a written report from Summit 2.
The Peace team did share at consistory.
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Verbal Reporting (sharing from Summit 3 team discussion—Judea)
The team shared how they are increasingly realizing, especially in light of today’s
“big picture” information, that it is not about me, that it is about “we.” The
additional insight is that to be concerned about the “we” may well mean that it
costs me more, and that I will not benefit from the additional cost. At the same
time, this is the big picture, and it is best for more people over the long-term.
Because diversity is critically important, Peace discussed moving toward teaching
English as a second language (ESL). They also discussed teaching Spanish to the
congregation.
They noted that while Jerusalem, Judea, and Samaria are distinct, there are many
ways in which ministry within these areas overlap.
The team considered ways they could provide for more direct child care within
this area.
They explored ways to expand GEMS and cadets, possibly through offering
expanded transportation.
The team shared that the inward focus of the church needs to be challenged.
They shared a new sense that using our gifts can also mean using those gifts
outside of the church and its ministry. When someone is serving on a school or
hospital board, this is service to Christ.
Finally, Peace members noted that most of the issues discussed in today’s
presentation are clearly found, and are addressed within, the Old Testament.
What our churches face is not something new—God’s people have been called to
care/provide/participate in this way before (blessed to be a blessing).

Faith
Written Report (further reflections based on Summit 2—Jerusalem)
Faith did not present a written report from Summit 2.
Verbal Reporting (sharing from Summit 3 team discussion—Judea)
Faith shared that informal conversations are leading toward a deeper commitment
to local outreach, especially by being willing to start small. This would mean
Faith members would be asked to serve for a more limited time (clear start and
stop dates and sets of expectations). The goal is for people to “get a taste” for this
kind of outreach, so that it will eventually become a regular part of member’s
lifestyles.
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It was commented that today’s information was “big,” and that it was hard to
initially grasp ways individual churches can contribute toward answers/ solutions.
Each church then commented the same, saying that it would take time and
reflection to begin to discern how to be a part of addressing such large and
expansive needs.
Faith indicated an increasing desire to be effective, as compared to “prosperous.”
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Summit 4 Notes
Large Group Sharing
Summit 4—7 January 2006

Harlem
Written Report (further reflections based on Summit 3—Judea)
Harlem presented their written report from Summit 3.
Harlem did not report to the consistory or congregation, but intends to present
their learning and emerging sense of leading to consistory at their annual retreat
on January 14th.
In presenting their report, comments were made that Harlem is no longer an
“isolated” country church. The area around the church is being developed, and
additional ministry opportunities are literally growing closer and closer all the
time.
This means that Harlem is increasingly becoming a community church, and team
members again commented that they are beginning to pursue a “kids hope type”
ministry.
Verbal Reporting (sharing from Summit 4 team discussion—Samaria)
Harlem team members shared that as they listened to our speakers, they sensed
the importance of addressing “a haughty spirit.” At the heart of the need to
reconcile are often a fear and a prejudice that stands in the way of relationships.
Members also shared their sense of how broad “Samaria” is in terms of those
places and relationships that require reconciliation. Samaria is bigger than racial
and/or ethnic reconciliation. Samaria is all around us.

Peace
Written Report (further reflections based on Summit 3—Judea)
Peace did not present a written report from Summit 3.
The Peace team did not report to consistory or congregation.
Team members commented on the connection between Judea and Samaria, that as
the demographics of this region change, our need to interact with issues connected
to diversity also grow and change. Team members shared their continuing sense
that they should consider ESL, and wondered how they could promote the
learning of Spanish within the congregation.
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The church is vested in Kids Hope, and has been having increased opportunity to
minister to children and families that live in the apartments very near to the
church.
Leaders are pursuing spiritual gifts assessments for members, and are in the
process of reworking the church’s committee structures so that there will be
greater outward focus for ministry.
Verbal Reporting (sharing from Summit 4 team discussion—Samaria)
The team shared their insights that while today’s focus was racial/ethnic, at the
same time we celebrate that in Holland, and increasingly in Zeeland, God is doing
a work of reconciliation between churches and denominations.
Team members shared that the emerging City on a Hill Ministries (COAHM)
holds great potential to draw together the churches of Zeeland, and so offers
additional opportunities for reconciliation.
John commented personally that he is convicted that he needs to become more
involved in dialogues, forums and summits that deal with race issues in our area.
Most persons present agreed that we are not aware or involved, and that we must
be. Only as leaders lead into this necessary area for ministry will congregations be
able to know that they are fulfilling the Acts 1:8 mandate.
The team noted again that while Jerusalem, Judea, and Samaria are distinct, there
are many ways in which ministry within these areas overlap.

Faith
Written Report (further reflections based on Summit 3—Judea)
Faith’s team was not present at Summit 4.
Verbal Reporting (sharing from Summit 4 team discussion—Samaria)
Faith’s team was not present at Summit 4.
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Summit 5 Notes
Large Group Sharing
Summit 5—11 February 2006
Written Report (further reflections based on Summit 4—Samaria)

Harlem
Peace

Harlem presented their written report from Summit 4.
Peace did not present a written report from Summit 4.

Faith
Faith’s team was not present at Summit 5.
Verbal Reporting (sharing from Summit 5 team discussion—the Ends of the Earth)
Barbara Yandell presented a broad, rich, and compelling picture of the importance of and
the foundation for, world missions. Representatives from the two churches in attendance
decided to meet together during the individual church segment as they sought to apply the
material presented during the morning’s teaching time.
Both Peace and Harlem agreed about the following:
• To actively work toward sending at least two persons from each church to attend
the Perspectives on World Missions course taught each January at Western
Theological Seminary. The goal is to be increasingly exposed to the foundation
and critical importance of actively pursuing participation in global missions.
• To also actively seek persons who will attend Urbana.
• To consider reworking their missions committee structure.
• To explore participating in missions trips in partnership, for instance, with Hope
College students.
• To see mission trips as a discipleship tool.
• To honestly consider whether some of our missions trips are done “in our own
strength,” so as to pursue lasting personal change in the lives of team members,
and, to consider the long-term impact our trips have on those places and people
where we travel.
• To call the Zeeland Classis to consider a regional mission focus. We feel we are
spread too thin, and that we should increasingly attempt to focus our efforts,
corporately, on an area of the world that we increasingly agree is God’s area of
assignment for us collectively. Initial ideas included Indonesia, or the Middle East
(based on our history).
• To organize a Zeeland Classis Missions Committee gathering.
• To consider how we can intentionally build a missional heart into our church
children.
• To preach and pray ourselves more deeply into participation in this ministry
domain.
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Summit 6 Planning
11 March 2006
Expectations
1. Meet as a Church Strategy Team at least one time between summits.
2. After each summit report to consistory and to the congregation.
3. Prepare a written report after each summit. These reports will be distributed to
other church teams for their consideration and input.
Goal: To develop and adopt a comprehensive plan that will help your
congregation move more deeply into the ministry priorities of Acts 1:8.
This plan will include addressing the following:
¾ Recruiting volunteers
¾ Training volunteers
¾ Securing finances
¾ Developing action steps
¾ Establishing a timeline toward ministry launches

Acts 1:8 Summit VI
Preparing the Plan
The purpose of Summit 6 is to assist each church to develop a document that guides them
forward in pursuit of congregational ministry consistent with Acts 1:8 priorities.
To develop an Acts 1:8 plan will require individual answers to the following questions:
• What does it look like to move more deeply into faithfulness to Acts 1:8?
• What are the targets? What are the goals?
Acts 1:8 calls us to minister to the city (Holland), to the countryside (West Michigan),
to Samaria (reconciliation), and to the world (still the world).
So, where do we start?
My suggestion would be to identify at least two new or expanded goals in each of the
Acts 1:8 ministry domains.
• What is the goal?
• Who will lead these efforts?
• What is the plan?
¾ What resources are needed? (people, finances, equipment)
¾ What are the steps that get you there? (communicate, recruit, train, deploy)
Plan—What are you trying to accomplish?
Leadership—Who will give leadership to these efforts?
People—How will you recruit, train, and deploy?
Resources—What resources do you need, and how will you secure them?
Communication—How will you help people understand the goal and agree to pursue it?
Timeline—How will you pursue these things? What is your timeline or schedule?
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APPENDIX C
Post-Summit Documents

Summit 6 Planning Notes

Acts 1:8 Summit 6
11 March 2006
The purpose of Summit 6 was to assist each church to develop a document that guides
them forward in pursuit of congregational ministry consistent with Acts 1:8 priorities.
The group reviewed the document Steve prepared, including his suggestion about a
possible outcome of the mornings time together. It became apparent quite quickly that
neither church was ready to pursue so comprehensive a plan at this time. All agreed that
it is important to identify each church’s true “next step.”

So, where do we start?
Harlem
Harlem leaders stated that they have come to see that Acts 1:8 consists of separate and
yet integrated ministry priorities. Harlem stated that their preference and sense of God’s
leading was for them to focus on 1-2 ministries in one area, while noting at the same time
that these ministries clearly touch multiple areas. The ministries identified were: a) Kids
Hope, and b) Jail Ministry.
For instance, Kids Hope is ministry in Judea, where Harlem is located. At the same time
it is ministry in Samaria since so many of the children who would participate have so
much brokenness in their lives. Again, with the diversity of culture found in the schools,
Kids Hope would be about the world. In much the same way, Jail Ministry is about
Samaria, and is a part of what is present in Harlem’s Judea, and again reflects world
diversity.

Kids Hope—next steps
1. Continue talking about Kids Hope at a leadership level for understanding/“buy in.”
2. Invite Virgil Gulker, founder/director of Kids Hope to come and present the ministry.
3. Effectively promote the ministry so members of the congregation will understand,
and then choose to participate in the ministry.

Documenting Kids Hope Requirements:
• There must be a Kids Hope Director from the church.
• Usually, the Director will be a paid (part-time) position.
• The Director must have daytime flexibility to be present at the school.
• The Director will have the benefit of periodic Director’s Network Meetings.
• The Senior Pastor will be a mentor.
• Each mentor receives training.
• Each mentor focuses on one child for one hour each week.
• Each mentor will have a prayer partner.
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Jail Ministry—next steps
1. Research the idea.
2. Invite Rick Wissink (Peace) to speak to leaders/members at Harlem.
3. Participate in the jail ministry for understanding.
It was noted that each of these ministries revolve around mentoring, which could become
an overarching theme for Harlem as they vision forward.

Peace
Peace leaders articulated that they did not feel ready to plan specifically into Acts 1:8 at
this time. It was commented that there are “great things” going on right now, and that
there are “loose ends” at the same time. In particular, Peace is going through a committee
restructuring process that is seen to be very important to future ministry and any
additional vision process.
Peace needs to answer the questions: “Who are we?” and “Where are we going?” The
answers to these questions will then guide a process that will be aimed at goals and
strategies.
Peace articulated several of their ministry strengths, which include GEMS, Cadets, the
Jail Ministry, and Kids Hope. It was noted that each of these includes the mentoring piece
identified while discussing Harlem’s next steps.
From past summits, the following ministry possibilities were again named: ESL,
providing child care to the community, participation in diversity training, encouraging
involvement in the Perspectives missions education, and discussing how Peace could
focus their mission support toward a region of the world.

Consistory Retreat/Engaging a Visioning Process
It was articulated that Peace’s “next step” would be to hold a consistory retreat for the
purpose of reviewing and evaluating Peace’s present ministry structure and priorities. The
goal was to hold this retreat in early fall, after new leadership has been elected. One part
of the retreat would be to choose to begin a “focusing” journey that would lead to Peace’s
having a better sense of God’s compass reading for their shared ministry. It was stated
that there is a desire to help Peace establish a “new culture” as a congregation.
As part of this, Peace should be able to answer the following questions:
a) What present ministries do we truly celebrate?
b) What present ministries (based on our compass) should we stop or end?
c) What present ministries do we need to improve or enhance?
d) What new ministries do we need to start or begin?
Note: It was suggested that Peace has much to offer in relationship to Harlem, as they
are already presently involved in both Kids Hope and Jail Ministry, and so are in a
position to mentor Harlem in these ministries.
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Semi-Structured Interview
Zeeland Classis
Acts 1:8 Initiative
1. What was your general/overall impression of the Acts 1:8 Initiative summits?
2. The summits were organized into three parts: a) large group teaching, b)
individual church reflection, and c) large group reporting and accountability.
Which of these was most helpful toward the goal of impacting leadership teams
from participating churches?
Rate 1-10, 10 being the most helpful,
• large group teaching
• individual church reflection
• large group reporting and accountability

_______
_______
_______

3. Rate 1-10, 10 being the highest, each of the Summit speakers:
• Steve Smallegan
(Introduction)
_______
• Janet DeYoung
(Holland)
_______
• Jay Peters
(W. Michigan)
_______
• Bing Goi
(Reconciliation)
_______
• David May
(Reconciliation)
_______
• Barbara Yandell
(World Missions)
_______
4. The expectations were that each Church Strategy Team would, between summits:
• Meet as a team to continue planning
• Report to the church leadership Board
• Report to the congregation
• Plan toward implementation (recruit, train, finance, action steps, timeline)
Were these expectations helpful? Were they realistic?
5. What were the strengths of the Acts 1:8 Initiative? What could or should have
been done differently or better?
6. Did your understanding of Acts 1:8 change because of your participation in the
Initiative? Did your commitment to pursuing an Acts 1:8 ministry grow or
deepen? What was your most significant learning to come out of the Initiative?
Are you doing anything in ministry that is a result of your participation in the
Initiative?
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